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PREFACE 

In the course of the last fifteen years 

political philosopb.y has undergone momentous 

changes, inc1uced from ·\'7i thout as iilell as from 

-within<> V1hile the behaviourists have been 

questioning the normative theorists, these theorists 

tllGmselves have been reassessing their skills and 

objectives" As a result ~ from 1<'1hat had been feared 

to be a situation of irreversible decline there has 

emerged a neVI literatv.re, still dynamic, thov.gh now 

more ciT'cuI!lspect 0 Political philosophy has become 

more careful about its claims and more firmly 

gr01 .. illo.ed in the findings of all the empirical social 

sciences" 

I hope that this study is in harmony with 

the mood and demands of the 'ne\1' political 

philosophy ~ I must acy,.nowledge a heavy reliance on 

the Hork of C. B. I"Iacpherson and Hichael Oakeshott, 

and on the series eclited by Po Laslett and W. Go 

Runciman, for inspiration, material at"J.c1 methoclologyo 
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f1y thanks go to the nef/laster Uni versi ty 

Library and the University of London Library for 

their cooperation and assistance~ Those who worked 

to assess this presentation~ namely, Professors 

D~ Novak and T~ I/~s, receive my particLJ.lar 

thanks and appreciationo 

London, July 1971 PAUIJ Do f10NIN 
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INTRODUCTION 

10 The Literature and Perspectives 

So vast is the literature on liberalism 

and, in particular, the key importance of tconsent' 

in its doctrine that any addition may' seem superfhlOus? 

if not pretentious., At the risk of incurring just 

this charge, I suggest that most of the discussion 

on consent has been restricted to the political level 

of Locke's theory) at the ex-pense of its moral roots" 

l"lany commentators have, almost certainly as Locke 

v110uld have ,,'Jished, examined consent prima:l:'ily in 

terms of 'transactions among men 'I:1ho appear not; to be 

bound by extra-political obligations~ Yet the uneasy 

coexistence of his theology and politics is something 

vIi th "'hich Locke himself never came fully to terms .. 1 

Locke placed greater emphasis on the practical and 

utilitarian motives and sanctions of men's political 

1!'10 Simon, "John I10c1\:e, Philosophy and 
Political Theoryll, American Pol~iti£..~l-~~ R£Y.i~., 
vol .. XLV, 1'10 0 2, 1951, ppo386-99~ This article offers 
an excellent introduction to the cLualism in J.Jocke ~ 
his rationalism ve~csus empiricism., 

1 
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behaviour than on any higher metaphysical basis 

to resolve the difficult yo To this end the idea of 

contract was indispensable, for by employing an 

argument; from popular consent he eas spared the niore 

hazardous necessity of a close scrutiny of natur~l 

1 aI'/ , the la\,.[ of Goel e 
1 But the clualism remained, each 

aspect constantly interacting with the othero Indeed, 

herein lies the fascination, albeit fl'ustration, of 

Locke's theory. 

He met it [the challenge of sYD:thesising 
.rat;ionalism anc1 empiricism] in a characteristically 
Lockean. way 7 by J:etreatin~ un~_er pressure. fro~ 
reason LiO fal th and from l:lber-cy to authorlty t> -

Locke in straddling t .. ,JO intellectual traclitions 

was lmable to free himself completely from the dictates 

of the old and at the same time could not fully 

apprehencl the -nevI" The result VlaS a theory garnished 

vJith many faces" hThich face is exposed c1_epends on the 

angle of the light, tll_at is, the perspective of the 

vievlero So it has been with the history of Lockean 

scholarship 0 Many have been the perspectives so 

marLY have been the interpretations" 

The Founding Fathers of the American Republic 

1See Philip Abrams, Jo)~l!9cke~: Ti-.[O_ Tp.CiQ.ts 
on30ve.~1me;g1~ pp. 25--6" 

2Ibid ,,? po 30 
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observed the most straightforward face of Locke in 

vlhich the virtues of indivictualism and limited 

government are uphelcLa \t.Jillmore Kendall encountered 

a more forboding exposure that harboured all the 

dallgers of majoritarian populism/;1 More recently,_ 

attempts have been made, notably by J., Gough and pQ 

Laslett, to bring back into view Locke the liberal

individualist. 2 Their perspicacity is largely the 

result of a developed awareness of the 'double 

standard' used by Lockeo 

The most recent studies on Locke's theory 

have set out either to offer purely secular 

explanations of 110\'1 his political prescription could 

have been arrived at, or to restore it to the 

historical an,d philisophical context in v,Thich it Has 

conceived. In 'the former category, C .. B. Macpherson 

and J. Cox are the most conspicuous contributors. 

Macpherson soes Locke as the self-conscious ideologist 

of the rising bourgeoisie,,3 His analysis is brilliant, 

1Willmore Kendall, ~oJEl-~ocke ~ld t~~Doc~£in~ 
of J'la,j ori.ty_Rule .. 

2J 0 Gough, John Lock.e.' s~ Pol~tip.aJ_ .Pp.oi).;.osQ.P.Q;y; 
Eigh ~E.:tudi ~" 

,p" 'Lasl~tt? ede, ~.Q2l~~_~wo Treati~ 
9f Gs>yerp:.1Pe}2~, -1tllth Introc1uctlon., 

3C .. Bo I'1acpherson, The Po_liticaLT~e_0.EY pf, 
Possessive Individualism 0 
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though displaying a pl"onotmced tencLency to reverse 

reasoning from the realities of modern market 

economieso Cox presents a remarkable 'concealment 

thesis I which imputes to IJocke a devious method : 

of expression designed to disguise or soften his 

real (Hobbesian) positiono Ingenious though Cox's 

reconstruction is, it need havo littlo relevance 

to Locke's actual intentionsG 1 

J .. Dunn is an eloquent spokesman for those 

\vho insist that period. vision be restored to the 

study of Locke, that is, that tho theory should be 

viewed, as far as is possible, in terms of the 

intellectual milieu that procluced it .. 2 Amenable 

though Locke's ideas may be to updating, what vdth 

the rapid grm:rt;h of capitalist economies over the 

last two centuries, this practice obscures rather 

than clarifies the views that the man himself held" 

From this point of view, the interpretations of 

f1acpherson and Cox, though convincingly constructed, 

may have little relevance to the original theory of 

Locke .. Aarsleff, like Dtmn, disagrees with the 

Cox, Locke on War and Peace" -_. ---
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hypotheses of Nacphersol1 awl Cox that attribute -1;0 

Locke incredible systems of ffi1alysiso 1 He prefers 

to appreciate the theory in terms of natural law 

and the means of its revelationo 

This brings the main themes of Lockean 

scholarship up to dateo The central problem of 

Locke's politics ~ the discordance of natural law 

and contract - remains insolublec Locke had not 

resolved to forge an internally consistent synthesiso 

When considering particular concepts in the light of 

his theory it must be cautioned, then, that alloitrance 

be made for the implications of every aspect of his 

philosophy 0 For example, natm::al la\'! is as relevant 

to a discussion of consent as is contract~ Natural 

lavl, by oblig~ng men to do certain things , limits 

the scope of the actions itlhich they themselves can 

determine.. Consent, \'lhich is based on a belief in 

the individual's power of self-determination, is 

thereby restricted. 

To place Kropotkin opposite Locke in a 

comparative study may seem a dramatic move~ It is 

1H~ Aarsleff, . liThe state of Nature and the 
Nature of f1an in Locke!l anet IIRecent Locke Scholarship II , 

in J" W. Yol ton, eeL" ~p ~ock.~-=_ PrC2.~nq 
?er.spec!2.::..ves 0 
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not unintentionally a concession to the public 

competii tion that has long enc1ured betv-,reen liberalism 

ana. anarchism. Despite this admission, I maintain 

that the choice is well advised for more sigl1if~cant 

reasons 0 First ~ the tiheory of Locke and Kropotkin 

are equal in a.epth and clari tyo Such qualities are 

far fronl ulJiquitous in the anarchist literature. 

Second, in the work of both theorists the concept of 

consent is utilized~ though its form and ena.s are 

very different. In Locke, consent is a formal 

concept that creates political authority and 

obligation, Vlhereas in Kropotkin 9 consent simply 

functions thr'ough the natural pI:'actice of mutual aia. 

and benevolence, and rel1de~cs lmnecessaI'Y, insteacl of 

creating, political authority and obligation. Last, 

each understanding of consent is the product of 

analysis from certain moral and economic postUlates. 

In short, the objective of this thesis is to identify 

and assess the effects that these postUlates have on 

the ~orking of consent in the two theorieso 

Kropotkin's work, by contrast to Locke's, 

has not been the subject of a vast critical literature. 

There is no history of rival interpretations to be 
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cited in this case 6 Yet, the text itself is stated 

vJith singular clarity and forceo Kropotkin's 

litierary career passed through marked phases 0 

Numerous pamphlets appeareo_ cluring the last two 

,decades of the nineteenth centuryo Mu~u21 !i£, 

published in 1910, contained many of the ideas 

introduced in the earlier pamphletso Kropotkin's 

most highly developecl ideas on morality (and politics) 

were presented in his ul1.finisJ1ed ~~~O;cigi1?:...2i9: 

De'y"~nJ22l!!., published posthumously D Since the 

appearance of the first pamphlets many of his ideas 

had been substantially refined and modified" 

It should be cautioned at this stage that 

the extent of the common grou11.d betvleen the t'l!JO 

traditions can be easily exaggerateclo Nevertheless, 

had the anarchist position been expresseo_ in the 

language of the less polemical political philosophies, 

much of the intellectual hostility that has dogged 

its history 'It/auld not have been .. This hostility has 

gone far to obscure the qualities an 0_ positions 

shared by liberals and anarchistso Yet? facile 

conclusions ,reached in the excitement of discovery 

should be resisted" For example, Hoselitz, an analyst 
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of Bakunin's theory; hrites: 

Basically -[,he tvw <loctrines grGH out of the 
same stream of political traditions, and the 
main difference between them is that anarchism 
was the more logical and qonsistent deduction 
from the common premisesD . 

The two doctrines may very 'Hell share the commOD.· 

premise = that man is natiu.rally cooperative - but 

the manner in which each arrives 8:t it is very 

differento Hoselitz's assertion that faltering logic 

caused the liberals to deviate from the anarchists 

involves a gross simplification of the modes of 

analysis being usecl (pl"'obably unconsciously) by the 

respective theoristso The premise is itself the 

product of decLuction from postulates 0 I hope to 

demonstrate how this common premise is, in fact9 

derived from sets of almost opposite postulateso 

The dualism evident in Locke's political 

philosophy does not; find a parallel in Kropotkin IS 

theory., Unlike JJocke, Kropotkin was not manoeuvring 

between tVlO intellectual tracli tions" He was fully 

committecl to the method.s of scientific analysis 

and found metaphysical reasoning difficu.I t to 

.1 Bo Fo Hoselitz, Introduction to Go Po 
Maximoff, J.he _R,.o.I.it_~~~J- PhiI2_s.ophy . .2!....E.s~uni;tl, po 11" 
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ino_ulge in 0 HO'wever, ,l.espi te a self -proclaimed 

adherence to scientific method, Kropotkin's 

writings remain "an assertion but not a demonstration 

of the anarchist ethic and Communist .Anarchismo,,1 

His view of human behaviou-.:r and history is 

interpretative, not absolute. It is based on a 

number of propositions that are substantiated only 

to a limit;ect degree by the fino_ings of an observation 

of natural animal and human behaviour" In other 

Vlords, these are postv.lates rather than empirically 

established truths <> Therefore, Kropotkin' S l,'JOrk is 

as open to normative analysis as is Locke'so 

Furthermore, in his more advanced moral 

thought Kropotkin has recourse to 'moral senseI 

theory" That is, he maintains that as society 

advances along an evolutionary scale, man's innate 

moral sense develops, inducing him to action \vhich 

cloes not promise personal gaino To prove empirically 

the existence of such a moral quality woulo_ be an 

immense tasko Kropotkin has not man~ged it. Hence, 

it is merely all ~.2?1 truth. Both the theories of 

PI' 185 .. 
~ J. vI" Hulse, Revolutionaries in ~don? 
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Locke an(1 Kropotkin are founded on ay....Ei££:b as 

'I;'1ell as utilitarian bases 0 On the grol,mds of utility, 

~ contract in Locke has a counterpart in mutual aid 

in KJ. ... opotkin<> Similarly, where Locke invokes 

natural lav1, Kropotkin apprehencls a naturalistic 

law based. 011 moral sense 0 

Both Locke and Kropotkin, then, deal in 

a priori 'oositions that aL'e implicit in their 
~""'---. -
conceptions of man I s political behavio"Lu"'" The 

purpose of this study is to examine how these are 

arrivecl at and 'Hhat effects they have on the 

i1.Ul,ctioning of consent 0 

2 .. Normative Analysis and Postulates 

In recent years the value of philosophical 

analysis in political enquiry has been challengedo 

Empirical analysis has grO\,vn apace, particularly 

in the social sciences, making the normative theorist 

more aware of the predominantly rational basis of 

1 his argument. True, the pure rationalism of the 

eighteenth centlL:ey had SJ.l1ce been tempered but the 

1See T. D. Weldon, States and Morals, pp. 
1-25, for a useful introduction to' ~th'e ---S-Ubj ect of 
rational analysis .. 
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tendency to emphasize logical argument over the 

testing of propositions persistedo Analysis was 

still largely deductive, inference from a set of 

~~ truths (0 Once PI'oposi tions are considered 

to be beyond the scope of testing, they become 

,a prio]?i (I Locke, in spite of his tentatively 

empirical epistemology? vms still member of a 

Christian intellectual tradition and therefore 

dealt in this type of truth" In effect, so did 

Kropotkin" 

The change has brought; about a vigilant 

a\vareness of postUlates 8.nd the neect to identify 

and t:cace them to their possible sou.rces" We are 

assured by p" Laslett and. W" Runciman that "there 

has been little reversion to the sort of §LJ2.ri,c:.ri 

sociology and disguised prescriptivism for which 

the traditional theorists have so often been 

criticized",,1 Yet, philosophy can never become a 

formal discipline like mathematics because its 

propositions can never be called axiomso 2 In spite 

:'J po J...Jaslett and Wo G.; Runciman, eds .. , ?hi,losop~, 
]?o.lj.j?ics §l~_S.ocie.t;z, vol" 3, p. 3., 

2See Isaiah Berlin, "Does Political Theory 
Still Exist?lt, ~1?i9-", vol" 2, pp .. 1-330 
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these limits that have been set to the meaningful 

scope of philosophical analysis, functions still 

remain 0 Political philosophy is concerned. vIitl1 the 

elucidation of concepts and VJith the critical 

examination of assumptions together with the 

valuation of priol~i ties and ultimate ends" 

The nomenclature being usecl needs some 

clarificatiOJ.16 Postulates or a.8sumptions s1.1bsume 

tyro types of position taken at the outseti of 

discussion" If the position exists only to be tested, 

in the course of which it is either confi:r.med or 

invalidated, it is a proposition. If, however, it 

exists by virtue of itself ~ it is .§Lp'r~'<2F_=ho An 

axiom is similar, claiming to be a self-evident 

trtrGho An example of the same position regarcled in 

each of these ways would be useful" The position is: 

'Han is naturally acquisitive,,' Treated as a 

proposition, ml empirical procedure "'lould be uSGet 

to establish "'lhether it is valid or invalicL If its 

truth is established by revelation or the like, it 

rests as it is, ]mOi-rD a p.E.i,ori 0 Finally, if its 

validity is quite obvious to all, it is an axiom. 

Now, postulates, in one or more of the 
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forms outlined, exist in all socio-political theory. 

All political thought is carried out within sets 

of assumptions about the proclivities of man and. 

the political and economic working of the social
"J system. Men's beliefs in the proper spheres of 

individual and social behaviour are part of their 

conception of themselves and others as hunan beings" 

Often it is difficult to identify the 

postulates, and it may be still more difficult to 

locate their sourceo They may exist in the theory 

withollt being acknowledged and expressed as such 

by the 'writer" This is certainly true of the Second 

J'.r~'1..:.'Gi~£ in which vital postulates go tmackno1;ileclged, 

perhaps deliberatel;y-" It must be cautionecl that; this 

is one of t11,e 'most contentious areas of Locketm 

scholarship e Some scholars, like p" J.Jaslett, J 0 

Gough, and Je DuJ.J.1l, take the theory at face value, 

appreciating the post1J.lates as they seem to exist 9 

tracing them to natural la1;] and a c01rbractual 

conception of political society. On the other hanel, 

00 B" f1a~pherson anet R G Oox attribute to Locke 

intricate methods of enquiry that 'conceal' his 

1See J'o Ge Pocock, "The History of Political 
Thought: A 11ethoclological Enq1J,iry ll , j.bj<L, pp" 
183-202" 
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real postulates and conception of political society .. 

One ex-planation offered by both to aCC01J.l1t for this 

'cover-up analysis' is Locke's fear of incriminating 

himself in what VIaS then a spiritually and 

politically intolerant society .. 

Once the postulates have been identified 

anc1 elefined (assuming that general agreement can be 

reached_ as to whc:J:'c they actually are) , it remains 

to be decided from where they came. No man, however 

objective and detached. he may try to be, intellect-

ualizes about politics in a cultural vacuum .. He is 

automatically influenced by a vast personal 

experience aneL by the values of the social tradition 
-

about him .. He Oakeshott~ in fact, builds an entire 

view of political theorizing around this realiza-6ion .. 

He asserts that all political theorizing is a process 

,.. b t t " II b "d I- n t 1" .L. " If 1 OI a s -rac l.on or a rl. gemen\, OI a rae l.ul.on" " e 

In this usage, lltraditionll now refers to a tradition 

of behaviour, meaning the whole complex of ways of 

behaving, talking and thinking in politics ""hich 

we inherit from a social pasto The theorist is 

inescapably confined in his thinking to the conventions 

11"1 .. Oakeshott ~ IlPolitical Education ll , ipi,d~, 
vol .. 1, p .. 21 
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of his particular traditiono Consequently, all 

political action consists in working out the 

'intimations of a tradition', while all theorizing 

consists of abstraction from the same tradition. 

exceptions: 

Some of these wrl~lngs~ 0 0 are abridgements 
of a tradition, rationalizations purporting to 
elicit the 'trllth' of a tradition and to exhibit 
it in a set of abstract principles, but from 
\'Ihich, nevertheless~ the full significance of 
the tradition inevit;abl~l escapes 0 This is pre·
e~i~~ntly true of ~ocke's 'Second Treatise of 
C1Vll Government'o-

Despite any reservations one may have about 

Oakeshott's approach, it has served to dramatize 

the considerable influence that a theorist's 

tracLition has on his theorizing" 

It has now been indicated, at least in 

general terms, from "'There a theorist derives his 

postulatese Would they not be taken, as Oakeshott 

insists ~ from the tradition into 'I:lhich he was born? 

That is, are they not drmm from the theorist's 

abstraction of how he perceives his society to be 

functioning? I am hesistant to refer to this 

1w . ~ 
~h.'" po 21 .. 
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'intuitive' conception of man, society and the 

world as a model. 1 It hardly possesses all the 

functions of the model as a meaningful metaphor of 

realities 0 Hodels, in social science inquiry, are": 

-I;he product of a deliberate effort to represent 

systematically real quantities and processes. A 

collection of postulates gained from a (pre)concept-

ion of social life does not constitute a model; nor 

does the conception itselfo Only in the loosest 

possible sense can they be said to be a model or 

paracligms 

3 .. The Objective 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore 

those areas iri the theory of JJocke and Kropotkin 

where consent is not the only principle that confers 

rights and incurs obligations; al1d~ as in the case 

of Locke, the area 'where consent is applied in an 

inconsistent manner in the setting up of the 'pre-

political' economic systemo These are effectively 
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the areas in '\,'lhich the tvlO theorists' ethics are 

at \'lork, encumbering men '\,'lith moral obligations 

and thereby reducing the scope of rightful individual 

actiono Consequently, before the principle is 

established (in politics) that will can be surrendered 

only on the basis of consent, will is already a much 

recluced quantity" In addition, the ethics tend to 

prescribe how the consent is to be exercised in the 

political sphere" For example, in Locke men are 

morally obliged to consent to making their labour 

available on market terms, \"Jhile in Kropotkin men 

are morally obliged to consent to helping their 

fellovlS 0 Hence, the ethics heavily circu.mscribe the 

working of consent in politicso 

IJocke '.s political obligation is not a lmitary 

theory based on the principle that only consent 

creates obligation, that is, that rights may only 

be accorded by a person consenting or authorizing 

another to interfere in matters \'1hich he would 

otherwise be free to determine for himself" He who 

has been authorized has a right , forthwith, to e}"rpect 
. 

obedience from him who is now obliged to obey. Locke 
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tried to found his commol1.'lrveal th on this source of 

political rights and obligations but could not dismiss 

so easily the obligation implicit in his natural 

lav.,r" Discussion on the applicat;j,on of consent in the 

civil polity has been long and arduouso 1 It is 

altogether outside the scope of this study 0 Ny 

intention, instead, is to traee the fortunes of consent 

in the state of nature, vThere natural 1m'! rules" 

He [Lock~ \Vould not entix'ely let go of traditional 
natural 1m·] e .. " 0 His m8.in theoretical weaknesses 
might be traced to his attempt to combi~e '1:;hese 
two sources of morality and obligation" . 

The t1;'10 sources that l'1acpherson is referring 

'170 are the na-cural law of Hooker and the utilitarianism 

of Hobbes" The natural laws are God's pronouncements 

on how men must conduct their affairs (0 I):hey demand 

unconditional observance by virtue of their divine 

origin" The obligation, hOvTever, that arises from 

consent is founded on utility .. A man consents to an. 

arran.gement that incurs obligation as he believes 

that he stancls to benefit from it .. Locke emphasized. 

1 See J (. Plamenatz, f'Ian ..§;:~~_tl, vol .. 1, 
pp .. 220-42, for a good smnniary of thls application 
of consento 

2CQ Bo I'lacphersoTI., Ql~e cit~, po 269" 
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the utilitarian basis of obligation, but the religious 

aspect remained" Natural 1mV' granted men the right 

to self~preservation - of life, liberty and property 

and the executive power of the law of natllre to 

correct those who failed to respect the rights of 

others .. The arrangements that Locke deduces from 

those rights, to a large extent ~ rlm com1ter to the 

principle of consents 

The particular right and arrangements in 

question are, of course, the right of pri vatie l)rOperty 

and the economic arrangements tha-c it prompts <> Long 

before the inception of civil society, in the state 

of nature, transactions in \Vill beti:veen men are taking 

place VJhich in the interests of consistency should 

be subject to the rule of consent .. The diligence, 

however, that; Locke displays Vlhen founding the civil 

society in observing the principle of consent is not 

so apparent in the state of nature .. Consent is 

virtually excluded from a process that is to produce 

different sets of rights, making consent a meaningful 

right only for those '\\Tho hold property .. 

"In Kropotkin I s theory, also, consent functions 

vii thin a moral framei:lOrko The principle of consent; 
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which is implicit in all the natural arrangements 

of an anarchist society is contained by a morality" 

Kropotkin's rejection of religion and metaphysics 

certaill.ly did not mean the renunciation of moral . 

belief 0 Quite the contrary, by "clenying the connection 

of morality \vi th religion aneL metaphysics, KroI:)Qtkin 

sought to establish ethics on purely naturalistic 

bases .. ,,1 The natural, humanistic foul1(1ation of 

Kropotkin's moral ideas makes them. no less ethics 

than the ChJ:'istian ethics of JJocke" They still 

;J constitute a set of rules, vlhich are neither legal 

nor political, that apply to our conduct" That men 

are believed actually' to manifest the rules through 

their natural behaviour in no way reduces the fact 

of moral obligation" Until this becomes a demonstrated 

reality, rather than simply an assertion, the 

obligation remainso Yet, Kropotkin did believe that 

he was talking about what I is I and not "Jhat I ought 

t b I ~ h hO ° .1-° 1°J... 2 -0 e 0 AS SUC, lS lS a geneG1C mora l0Y" 

Consent, then, in Kropotkin's theory operates 

flN" Lebec1ev, Introduction to P. Kropotkin, 
Etl}.ic~~ . ...Q£igilLand Deyelo~nt, p" Xo 

2s~e p 0 ~l tzbacher, Ana~.io?El! Expopents. of 
th.e An~~chls·t PhltOS.o2!l;Y, po 1'B5" 
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in an environment \1here all men are morally 

obliged to observe the principle of mutual aiel and, 

after mtich social development, exhibit feelings of 

benevolence 0 Kropotkin IS rnoral conception of man

and society leaves the individual with only a 

certain area within which to act 0 Although his ethic,g 

\Vere intended not to encumbeT' man with onerous 

obligations, they do circumscribe the scope of his 

actiono 

In conclusion, the type of arrangements to 

which men are able to consent i,s limited by moral 

obligations. Only once the extent of these limits 

has been established can consent be considerecl in 

the politics-~ 
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II 

DEFINING CONSENT 

'Consent I is an integral component of a '-

theory, not a lmitary term 9 because there are areas 

in any definition that can be filled only by 

deductions from the postUlates of a particular 

body of theoryo After providing a general definition 

of consertt, I shall list the questions that 

immediately arise from it and provide anSVlers in the 

language of the two theories which are being 

examined" When all the questions have been ans1:-Jered, 

it will be clear that consent has been reducecL to 

a concept that is dependent for its effective 

meaning on particular sets of postUlates" 

The purely semantic definition of consent 

as a volunta:r:y agreement hinges on the meaning that 

one chooses to give the t'lOrd I vohm.tary I.. The working 

definition of consent given by Jo Plamenatz is a 

little more substantive: 

He have consent, therefore, Hhenever the right 
of one fJan '(:;0 act in a certain "laY is conditional 
upon another man's having expressed the wish 
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1 he should. act in that way., 

Of the four definitions that he considers, Plamenatz 

believes this to be the correct one. This is 

certainly the most satisfactory definition, as the 

others involve tacit consent, ignorance and favou.r .. 

It at least posits a man positively approving a certain 

action, lvhereas the others see him agreeing because 

he cannot think of an alternative action, because he 

thinks that the other man lmo'ds better vlhat is good 

for him, and because he believes that this is what 

the other man wants" Consent must be a positive actiono 

The central question is, hm'1 does a man arrive 

at the decision to acco:cd another' l:lilli. the right to 

act in a certain way? At the outset it must be 

realized that consent presupposes a level of free 

will in the i11di vidual 0 IrJ.di viduals express ",-!ishes., 

We assume that they can eto this and. can I know I enough 

to make their ,wishes well consideredo It cannot be 

taken for grantoc1, as all political theories do not 

posit individual free 11ill., Or, to put it better, the 

distinction is not between theories that posit 

1 J 0 Plamenatz, Consent., Freedoll1_~12~t Political 
QQlifr2.~, po 40 



individual will and those that do not, but between 

those that accept it and those that posit soraething 

greater, the 'real willlo To use Isaiah Berlin's 

terminology, the notion of 'positive freedom' 

requires the wishes of the individual will to be 

subordinated to the demands of the 'real self', the 

'social whole', of which the individual ".Jill and the 

individual himself are insignificant parts,,1 The 

inherent dangers of using this metaphysic to justif;y 

the coercion of some men by others in order to 

raise them to a 'higher' state of freedom are well 

knOl-;lno 

Consent can hardl;y· be equateo_ VJi th the 

compliance of individuals with the designs of the 

'real self', whatever form it may take: ilictatorial 

rule, totalitarian government or the like 0 1'he notion 

of 'negative freedom' and consent, however, are 

travelling companionso The concept of consent is 

grounded in postUlates that are essential to the 

liberal-democratic (anct, to some extent, the 

<1See Isaiah Berlin, T\'lO Conc.s:;pts ot Libert;zo 
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anarchist) understanding of libe:ety 0 The unlon is 

made quite clear by Plamenatz 1tJho makes tl government 

by consent synonymous with representative 

government" ,,1 Consent involves individual \'{ill alid 

as such is ir~celevant to theories that posit a 

I real self I €J 

We can now return to the central question 

of '''hat induces men to give their consent to the 

actions of others~ After all, it will encumber 

them vlith obligation which they had not previouslyo 

A convincing ex-planation, used by both 

Locke an(l Kropotkin, is ·tJhat; of utility. A man v'Till 

give his consent to arraD.gements from Hhich he thinks 

he stands to gain. It'or example, in the .§.ec~ond 

~j;~s~, men give their consent through contract 

to create the civil polity in order to eliminate 

'the inconveniences of the state of nature.' Men 

give up their natural right to execute the laws of 

nature but in return have these rights secured by 

the punitive povmr of the civil government. Civil 

society is thus created by populal' consent, used 
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on the gJ::ouncls of utilityo Kropotkin uses the same 

argument but to a different endo He asserts that 

all men stand to benefit from acts of cooperation, 

anc1 what is cooperation if not relationships of 

mutual consent? One man consents to the otheJ:' s 

using his plough, Hhile the other consents to the 

first man's using his scythe 0 It is in the best 

interests of both men to act in this wayo Kropotkin, 

hov-lever, uses consent only to accolh'J.t for the practice 

of mutual aid, not to create politica.l authority 

and obligation, as does JJocke" 

The utility arguElent, however 5 is not sufficient 

to ansV.Jer the question, \'Jhat is consented to? 

Con"sidering the various applications of consent in 

the theories,the credibility of the utility 

argument begins to wear thine The proviso that men 

consent only to that itIhich """'ill promote individual 

interests cannot accmmt for all the arrangements 

based on consent in the theory. Some of the 

arrangements are clearly a.t variance Hith the rule 

of utility~ A man is seen consenting to something 

from which there is little or no chance of his 

gaining ffi1ything. Perhaps the gain is sheer subsistence 
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or 'satisfaction', but it may not be a fair return 

for labour or a material benefit., For examplo, 

in Locke's theory men consent to the creation of 

money, a move that "d.ll facilitate the grOl'rth of 

a market oconomy and inequalities in rightso The

possibility remains, however, that these men, 

hoping for immediate gains, were unable to foresee 

this eventuality. Similarl;y, in Kropotkin' s theory, 

the principle of ' self-sacrifice', "Jhich sees the 

more capable men consenting to help their weaker 

neighbo'u.I's, aa.mi ts that utility is 'sacrificed', 

not gainede utility has been superceded by 'satisfaction'" 

What is consented to is determined not 

only by utility but also by the requirements of a 

conception of society deduced from a set of postulates. 

Locke's conception of society is based on the 

postulates of natural la"" al"ld the market economy" 

Kropotkin's cOD,ception is based on the existence of 

an altruistic moral sense ana. the utility of mutual 

aid .. f1an in the theories of Locke ana. Kropotkin is 

a moral being vvho is bOlmd by moral obligation .. 

Furtherr.nore, he is seen to function in an economic 

system that is foundecl on specific postUlates 0 Only 
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then is man fpermitted' to organize his political 

life along the lines of consent .. 

'The crux of the matter is the degree of 

free-v-Jill that the theorist accords man, the 

incti vidual 0 As has been shO\'Jl1, Locke and Kropotkin 

heavily circumscribe the scope ?f free-1;Jill" Hobbes, 

by contrast, abstracted all. amoral, asocial man in 

his state of natu.re <> This man is a self~moving, 

self·-directing entity vl110 is motivatecl puxely by 

personal desire or appetite~ His method of 
) 

delibel"ation consists of movernent to'iVards appetites 
. - 1 and mvay from averSJ.ons 0 Consent can be a completely 

utilitarian principle in such a world \'There a heclon-

istic ethic prevails" Contract in J..:£Yi.8:t;hE1]l is 

therefore an entirely utilitarian expedient, a 

positive step 'in the direction of greater pleasure 

and less pain .. 

Locke does not permit this condition of 

completely self-orientated action in his state of 

nature, 'tdhich is a IIstate of pe~cfect freedom <> .. .. 

vlithin the bounds of the laVI of natureo" 2 His man 

~Jc .Plam.enatz, edG, !to]?)es-=--.:k~_vi<?:,:~21' p .. 950 
P. Laslett, edo, John Locke: THO Treatises 

of Governr.lent, op" cit., P :-3(5\j;.---.--------
__ .... It' '". .,. ..... _~ _~ -.,."...,."._ 
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in the state of nature ~s restricted in his actions 

by a set of moral postulates, or, In Locke's 

nomenclat'ure, laHs of natuI'e 0 Similar13T, Kropotkin' s 

natural man is from his beginnings subordinate to 

the moral principle in naturso At no stage in his 

evolution is man a totally amoral beinge Hence, 'in 

'l' neither theOJ:y is free-will total or unqualifiedo 

The economic systems sanctioned by e8.ch 

theory furtb.er circumscribe the scope of free-uill" 

The' individual in Locke's economic theory must 

acquiesce in the creation anel maintenance of the 

market economyo Although men are p1)~>ported to choose 

this econo1:;1ic system, through consent, the credibility 

of the claim becomes suspect once it is ~ealized 

f" that few men actually turn their reasons for consent

ing into action, that is, acquire propertyo Are 

individuals likely to consent .leo an arrangement, 

only to abandon their reasons for going in once it 

has been consummated? Perhaps only those vlho wanted 

to acquire property consented to the introduction 

of money and the economic system that it facilitatedo' 

l"Iemn"rhile, Kropotkin' s econor:1ic sYBtom aSSUITleS that 

men p~actice mutual aid. 
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Returning to my initial contention that 

individual fJ:ee~\vill is presupposed by the concept 

of consent, it becomes clear that any reduction in 

free-will is equally a reduction in the effective 

meaning of consento In other Hords, consent takes 

on a meaning that is relevant only "GO the moral 

and economic postulates of a particular theoryo 
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III 

CONSENT AND LOCKE'S STATE OF NATURE 

1" Politics, Ethics, and Economics 

As argued in the last chapter, the concept 

of consent cannot be considered in solely political 

terms, in isolation from the moral ano. economic 

prescriptions of a philosophy" It is a facile 

convenience to discuss consent us though it can be 

the exclusive basis of transactions betvleen men~ 

This type of analysis presupposes that men are not 

bomld by moral oblisations and economic rest:ei6.tions" 

In the theory of Locke this is certainly not the 

caseo At this fundamental level the positions of 

Hobbes and L06ke differ: 

Hobbes's problem is the construction of political 
society from an ethical vacuum" Locke never 
traced this problem in the Two Treatises 
because his central premise1 is prec~iseiy the 
absence of any stwh vacuum e 

:Locke's political philosophy is nothing if 

not a theory of moral as well as political obligatione 

At the '{ery outset of the Second T~~~se Locke 

asserts that liThe State of Nature has a LaH of Nature 

1 
J ~ Dunn, .s.C?. .c,it.", P G 790 
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to govern it, vThich obliges every one0,,1 Since his 

creation, IDsn has been obliged to observe the laws 

of nature. These 1avls are no less than the pronoun,ce-

ments of God on hOVI He expects men to behave" Locke 
r' 

is above all a Christian thinker.lBasic to his theory 

is the single axiom of God's 
.,\ 

existence~ It is God 

vrho constitutes the order of law VJhich instructs 

men in their Cll.lties at all points in the world" Is 

the creation of the civil polity, then, no more 

than the obedient enactment by man of God's Will? 

Does man, having gained knoHledge of the nat'ural laws 

through the exercise of his reaso11, realize that this 

is what God ,'lishes him to clo?[d.,ocke, reluctant to 

founct his civil polity solely on the dictates of 

natural Im1, introducecL the idea of contract:t Yet, 

conversely, by declining to wi thdra1;J the moral 

element, he failed to establish contract as the on1;5'" 

basis of political society. The outcome is a 

typically Lockean balance of incongrUOtlS forces" 2 

No matter which basis of the civil polity 
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one chooses to enphasize, natUJ.:al Im'l or contract, 

the fact remains that the man involved is essentially 

a moral being ... This man's ability to act in 8.ny-

given political situation is circumscribed by mor~l 

obligations" \'Jhat he consents to must fall v.ri thin. 

the range of alternatives that is acceptable to 

natu:cal 1m'! 0 Some commentators on IJocke have neglected 

this facto1 Locke, in spite of his anti-rati~nal 

intellectual stance, \;las still an orthodox member 

of a ChL'istian tradition .. 

Besid~s being a theory of moral ob1igation~ 

CLocke's political philosophy is equally a theory of 

economic arrangementse Also, consent plays little or 

no part in the genesis of these two theories~ In the 

case of the moral la'\.v the reason is clear - man can 

hardly presume to determine 'what GoeL wills for him -

but in the case of the economic arrangements the 

justificB.tion is far from clear e Locke macle quite an 

arbitrary decision here.CHe ailottecl all the economic 

transactions to the pre-civil stage, the state of 

nature ,. despite the fact that they affect the 

1 I am referring to the secular interp~cetations 
of 'writers such e~s Cox and Hacpherson¥ 



reallocation of will and. p01;}ero~ '1'11e rule of consent 
,.-

does apply to the transactions of the state of 

nature but 1S inconsistently observedo Men do consent 

to put value on money, but consent then becomes 

irrelevant to the process of appropriation.[Once-

there are vast property differences between men, 

consent is no longer universally applicable_~ HOi:}, 

only those with property can be said to consent to 

something ~ vlhereas those Hi thout property cannot, 

as they are denieo. the real choice that is implicit 

in the concept" 

Consent a e 
.0 a concept is affected by the moral 

and economic postulateD of Lockets philosophy. I'Iy 

intention is to examine these postulates in the 

light of how they restrict the working of consent. 

The postUlates and deduct;ions thereon are presented 

in the first seven chapters of the §ecOllcl~§~o 

In these chapters JJocke o.evelops his conception of 

the state of nab.ITe 0 The forms that consent takes:~:-:. 

in the \-wrking of the political society are 

altogether beyond the scope of this thesiso 1 

~See Pe Laslett, DD. cit., pp. 121-2 and 124, 
for discussion of consentin thls context .. 
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2" Natur'al Lm'T and l'Ioral Obligation 

Locke t s concept of the state of nat'ure has 

been the subject of disputed and varied interpretations. 

Some scholars, like J 0 Dunn and H .. AarE;leff, have 

endeavoured to adopt perspectives which, to them, 

approximate the perspective of Locke himselfo That 

is, at his deepest level Locke was a religious, not 

a social thinl:;::er. To him, basic man vIaS the product 

of God's Will, not of social forces. 

The state of natul's is a concsDt that eXDresses 
Locke's view of the nature of ~an and hi~ 
capacities <> " <> " Locke never beli,ved that 
basic mall was a product of society" 

A distinction must? however, be c1ravm here bet1:Jeen 

what Locke thought he was viewing and 1dhat he vms 

actually vie\ving 0 That is? Locke may have believecl 

that he "laS vie\ving 111 aD. , a produc t of the Divine \Vill, 

not consciously realizing that he was in fact viewing 

man of seventeenth centu:ry E11.gland, 1tlho VJaS very much 

the product of social forces. What the theorist 

thought he \Vas doing does not necesscu"ily correspond 

vii th ,.!hat he was actually doing 0 This realization 
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lays Locke's theory open to social, as opposed to 

theological, interpretation" It seC11res for an 

interpretation? such as that of l"lacpherson, an 

unassailable raison d'btre. 

Yet, Locke's concept of the state of natnre 

still needs to be analysed in its own terms" But 

decicting what are in fact the terms of tll.e concept 

is all intractable "Gaska J~ocke developed his 

philosophy and politics along "G1tJO distinct courses 

v[hich 1:wre not necessarily intended to be 

1 2 
complementarYG The ~~ and tho !.~!:t~~~ VIere 

intended to be considered separately as a work on 

philosophy and a work on politics~ respectivelyo 

In neither work is natural law clearly defined" 

"It seems that it was ahmys 'beside his present 

purpose' for Locke to demonstrate the existence and 

content of natural lmv () 113 Furthermore, the references 

that are made to natural law in these two works are 

not alviaYs consistent .. For example, the assertion in 

1See Po Laslett, 2120 .<l.i:S!. .. , pp" 92-105" 

2 J .. Locke, AJ~§:s.a;l._Conce.rniE5.1i~ 
Und~iJ]£o .' 

3p .. JJaslett, .cP." cit. ~ P (; 950 
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the Second T1:eatise that Jlthe great La"" of Nature Jl 

is "writ in the hearts of all l'Iankind Jl1 seems to 

contradict the argument of the E~sB:.;z. against the 

notion of innate ideas~ 
"-

In spite of these 'inconsistencies' and the 

absence of" definitive statements, a general 

understanding of the state of nature and the law by 

vlhich it is governecL can be dral'TJ:1 from the hw \'Jorks" 

In brief, the state of nature is the state all men 

are naturally in for the very reason that they are 

men" The 1m'! of nature is God I s vi/ill for mankind, 

but man's faculty of reason, itself a gift of God, 

enables him to perceive its rightness" This theory 

of 18.1'! rests on the assumption that certain general 

inj'llrlctions of Divine LavJ can be treated as matters 

of established knowledge. fien come by this knouledge 

through the exercise of their reason 0 Locke "laS a 

commi ttecl believer in the pOi'Jer of reason as a means 

to kn01vledge" He attacked lithe opinion among some 

men ll that Il certain innate principles, some primal .... Y 

notions 0 
" 0 

are as it; were stamped upon the mind 
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of man 0
111 To suppo~ct his position, Locke clemolished 

arguments? such as that of urli versal consent, 

advancecl in support of innate ideas .. For Locke, 

the law of nature is not inscribed_ in the minds 

2 
of men" 

HOi'I cl0 men, then, come to kno"" the natural 

law? It becomes knO\1n by processing the data of 

sense experience, using reaSOl1o IIAll Ideas come 

from Sensation or Reflection,1l3including the idea 

of natural law. Do all men possess sufficient reason 

to knOi-'1 the natural lavT? Locke does not prov'ide an 

unambiguous anm'ier 0 

. 4 
In the Es§J1Z and .the ~s~~ 

he suggests that rationality may not be 11niversalo 

Only through extended. reflection in the right 

frame of mind can one cmile to kno1,.V the natural law .. 

Some men may never attain the necessary depth in 

reflection or the correct frame of mind" They can, 

hOl"ever, learn the content of the la\;JS by observing 

1 . 
Essa;y:, Book I, ch~ II, secto i. 

2See 1,'/" Von Loy'den, eeL, Es~uhe 
Laltl of Nature, pp .. 136-46,. 

3~~~, ·.BOOk II, cho r, secta 2 .. 

4EsS8,\TS OD cit" _--.Jl._ , .~<;;.. .. 
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the behaviour of those who do know the la1'Jse 

Presumably s tho.se vlho fail to knoll[ the laws, by 

either means, become aber:eants who have to be 

corrected by the IiIExecutive Power of the Lavl of 

Natureu u1 Locke's politics seeB to presuppose 

the lmi versal knowledge of natural lav! 0 After all, 

the various compacts are all supposed to be found.ed 

on universal consent which requi~ces universal 

kno\'rledgo. 

Does natural lavT ahlays coincide vIi th Hhat 

is in the best interests of all? To anSi:Jer this 

question ~ one is again. plunged into the realm of 

the indefinite~ On tho basis of the Essays tho 
---~~ 

• L. • 2 r- b fl' d anSHer lS negal,lvo" 'lan, ecause o· llS Hay\·mr 

tendencies, may not always find the natural laws 

agreeable but is nonetheless bound by themo On tho 

basis of the Treat~~, the answer is positive 0 

Observance of natural lm'J seCUl'es for man self-

preservation and pleasureo From the premise that man 

has a right to self~preservation Locke deduces the 

.1Second. ~rreatise, sects 0 7 and 80 

2~~~~-:204-15 9 
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economic system of his state of natureo .Aarsleff 

places Locke into the hedonist ethical tradition 

when he writes: IIHedonism is the means by which man 

is guided to the moral rules that pertain to the~ 

law of nat1..D:e 0 111 This is certainly true of the 

later developmerrts in Locke's ethics. Laslett sums 

up the situation veJ:Y succinctly: "The trouble vms 

that Locke began by basing right and wrong on God's 

commands and punishments, but also adopted a 

(hedonistic ethic of the Hobbesian sort" ~ JJocke' s 

ethics, therefore, cannot be explained pu.:rely in 

utilitarian termS9 There remains the element that 

is fOl"!l1ded in Divine Hill and not human pleasure (> 

To substantiate this, the content of the Im.J of 

natlu'e must be established" 

Yet, herein lies the probleme .As already 

indicated, ~ocke was neve~c explicit as to ,,,,hat the 

natural Im',s actually \Vere ~~)~11 the Sec2EE-... .. Treat~ 

he presented the natural rights only in the most 

general terms ~ He posited the II equality of f'len by 

1H• Aarsleff in Jo 'ttL. Yolton, 2..l~o ill 0 , po 121 .. 

2 p " Laslett, .£Eo £.i-'c .. , p .. 96., 
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1 
Natu:ee lJ 

, meaning that they [-l.re equally bound. by 

the law of nature. The very cf!1ix of the natural 

rights is the right to self-preservationo 2 Subsumed 

in this right are the rights to IILife, Liberty and 

Estateso ll3 Natural IaN obliges men to respect these 

rights of others& If a man faiis to show the respect 

expected of him, retributiion comos in the form of 

lithe Execution of the Law of Nature ., 
" 0 

put into 

evex'y man's hands, 1;lhereby everyone has a right to 

pu_ni,sh the tr.ansgressors of that Lavl 9 0 _ Q 

As presented above 5 the natural laws seem 

to be far from onel'ouso Yet, from these laws Locke 

decluces an economic ordex' that is certainly onerous 

for many. The Imvs are so general that the social 

order that one may choose to deduce from them is 

virtually unrestricted in the form it can takeo 

Whatever the form of the social order~ it has the 

sanction of natural law" Therefore, the economic 

order of the state of nature, founded on natural 

law, is the product of moral obligation. Men are 

1Second 1J:.1reatise •.. --.---~ .. ---~~.-. , sect .. 50 
2-- . IbJ:d" , sectso 6 and 7" 
3Ibid" ? sects. Ll- and 6" 4----

sectso 7, 8, 11, 130 Ibid .. , 
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'obliged' to create money and appropriate 'estates' .. 

fJlen are also 'obliged' to enter into the Commonweal tho 

Locke's economic order and civil polity are base~ on 

natural laH an(l contract .. VJhatever importance is-

accorded to natural law , it s-bi,ll leaves the argument 

of contract ancL consent '-'leakeI'., Furthermore, liThe 

Obligations of 'I;he Lm'l of Nature, cease not in 

Society ~ but only in many cases are drm'ln closer " 

30 Proper'by Right and Consent 

The economic arrangements of the state of 

nature, though 'involving consent', restrict its 

application .. In addition to the moral qualities of 

the state of nature, then, the economic aspects of 

this state also need to be examined. Locke's state 

of nature is obviously far more than a literal 

historical conjecture of h01."'1 men behaved before the 

advent of civil authority .. 2 The historicity of the 

concept is extremely tenuous. Yet, the state of 

nature is certainly "a kind of socffiety ll3, but one 

1 . 
Ibido, secto 135@ 

2See Jo Wo Gough, The Socj~ql C~~~~c1o 
3J • Plamenatz, ~d.Societ1l.1. volo I, 

££& ~o, po 220 c 

" .. 
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which is an abstraction, not a bygone reality .. 

Moreover, this state does not embody only 

the theol"'ist I s assumptions about nattu'al man but .also 

his assumptions about social man~ He is, after all, 

constructing a picture of natural man from the 

behaviour of -lJhe social man of his m'lll society. One 

could go as far as Co Bo Macpherson and contend that 

the state of nature is a vision of hO\'J men ,,{ho have 

acquired civilizeo. tastes and desires tlrcough living 

in society would behave if social authority were 

suo.o.enly removed., 1 There is, however, the danger of 

crediting Locke with analysis of exaggerated 

complexity" The state of nature need be no more than 

"an abstraction, arriveo. at by iInagining life 

stripped. of all the qualities supposed to be due .to 

organizeo. political society 0 112 This is a state \'1here 

not only political authority is non-existent but 

also \1111.e1.'e life is free from the qualities men are 

believed to acquire from the presence of political 

arrlJhority. Yet, is it possible not to endow this 

1Co Bo Macpherson, .2J2.o .2i-~o, pp" 18·~19o 
2J-" Gough~ eeL, The Second Treatise of 

Qg:,::.e£.il~~.Q.1!., 31.'(1 ed", IntroCi:U'Ctio:ri~-'p-:-xx:r:---~ 



non-·poli tical state Hi th qualities from' one I sown 

(6ivilized~ political) society? The theorist is 

captive of the social assumptions of his society .. 

In imagining a non···poli tical v.Jay of life ~ he canl~ot 

achieve total detachment from these assumptionso 

However one chooses to explain how Locke 

arrived at his conception of the state of nature, 

this state remains a fully developed economic 

systemo Its harmony is the result of rational 

arrangements, not the natural cooperativeness of man" 

I'1en, heeding the ctictates of reason, complete a 

whole sequence of tran~actions, the result of which 

is a llstate of Peace, Good Will, J-lutual Assistance 

and Preservation" 111 Heason makes knOllJl1 to men what 

is in the natural lav1 and hOl',r they can best advance 

their interests. This is, however, a fragile, tenuous 

harmony, as i-t; lS for ever fraught with lithe 

Inconveniences of the state of Natureo ll2 The 

Commonwealth is required to secure and guarantee 

man's natural rightso 

.1Second Treatise sect~ 190 ------.. ~.-, 
2Jbi~e, sect~ 130 



Private property is the keystone of Locke's 

economics .. The justification that he offers for men's 

right to accILl.ire 'estates' ut;ilizes consent in a 

partic.ular way., The application of consent in the· 

statio of nature is as inportant as its fmiction for 

making a contract, though not as conspicuous .. The 

dual function of consent in Loclce' s theory is made 

very cloar by Co Bo Macpherson: 

There 8T'e ~ then 5 tHO levels of consent; in Locke '·s 
theory .. One is the consent between free, equal, 
rational men in the state of nature to put value 
on money 0 " " The other is the agreement of each 
to hand over all his powers to the majority; t~is 
is the consent that establishes civil societye 

Commentators on Locke have been preoccupied with the 

second level at the ex-pense of the first (. The 

second, or political, level is treated by Locke at 

length, whereas the first, or economic, level is 

dismissecl in one chapter, accounting at least in part 

for the latter day preoccupatione I shall go as far 

as to argue that the application of consent at these 

two levels is neither entirely consistent nor compatibleo 2 

JJocke's assertion and justification of a 

1 c .. B" Hacpherson, .<?:Q.e £it .. , po 2100 

21 owe many of these ideas to the work of 
l'1acphersono 
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natural ~cight to property J_S central to his theory 

of civil society, as well as to his economics. 

HThe great and chief end, therefore, of f1en' s 

uniting into Commonweal tll, a...ncL p'utting themselves 

under Government, is the Preser.vation of their 

property,,1l1 Here an essential distinction in meaning 

must be noted between Locke's use of the words~ 

IIErope:ctyil a-o.c1 IlPossessions Il" tlProperty", for Locke? 

means IILives, Liberties ancl Estates 0 112 IIPossessions H, 

meam'lhile, refers only to IIEstates II or material 

belongings G Both Laslett an<1 l'lacphersoll are convinced 

that in the cb.apter on prop~rty material possessions 

are meant? '''hile in virtually the rest of the ~2.nc\ 

~~ti:s~ the more general. sense applies 0
3 For this 

reason t Macph~rson has chosen to interpret the 

chapter on propeT'ty on the basis of material 

acquisitiveness, rather than of the presebvation of 

life and dignity .. 

Locke'S argument for a natural right to 

possessions is unsound 0 Gough asserts that Locke 
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vJas mistaken in believing tbat property can exist 

apart from the s-GEJ.te: 

On the question of property Rousseau VIas sounder 
than Locke, for he distinguished property from 
posBession; and ~cecognizec1 that property ioe"" 
material belongings can only exist \'1hen it is 
maintained and. gu.aranteed by' the 10.1'18 and . 
governraeD.t of the state, and therefore can only 1 
be held on the conditions t·hat tl:w state imposeso 

Ilocke, hov.JGver, "'TaS adamant that civil government in 

no way creates PJ;ope~cty; it simply seCln~es a right 

that already existso Also, the conditions on which 

property is held are settled in the state of natures 

Locke derived the :r:'ight of property from the 

fundamental natuI'al right to self-·p~ceservationo 

"r/len, being once born 7 have a right to their Preserva-

tion, and consequently to Heat an(l Drink, and such 

other things 9 as Nature afforc1 .. s for their Subsistence" II 2 

But the goods of nature were IIgiven 

in common .. 113 On these groullc1s it is 

<> " ., to 1"lankin(l 

man, thE) species, 

V'lhich has a :cight to ovm things, not an inc1i vidual 

man .. Locke introduced the notion of IIpersonal labour fl 

in order to convert commuILal oHnership into private 



oltmership" "Every Man has a Property in his own 

Person" and "the Labour of his Body, and the \'/ork 

of his Hands,,1 are his" Hence, as soon as a man 

stoops to collect fruit or fences a plot of land, 

they immediately become his possessionse This 

argument .~J?~~.2...1,?-cJ:.Q. rules out. the possir)ility of 

communal ovJl1ership and producti.on" IJabour creates 

private property. 

]lurthermore, possessions are aequirecl 

"wi thout the assignation 01.' consent of anybody 0 112 

IJocke B.l:gued that if the consent of others Here 

necessary b8fore a man could receive sustenance froG 

the 11.'ui ts of natuI'e his Burvival vlJOuld be in 

jeopardyQ He quite categorically placed the process 

of appropriation beyond the scope of consent" A 

process is thereby sanctioned that; is to unctermine 

the initial equality of the state of nature" 

The full significance of the exclusion 

becomes appareilt only 1,".]hen the inefficacy of the 

11.atural laws to check the extent of inc1.i vidual 

appropriation is realized" Locke posited two explicit 

1 I 'b ' 1 I:; 26 ~~o, sec'- e 0 

2Tb ··, t 2(") 
...!...Q)....,.Q." , sec-" 0 .. 
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limitations on the degree of acquisition permissible 

uncte~C' the law of nature., 1 First, a man may appropriate 

only as much as leaves II enough , and as good ll2 for 

the others" Seconc1~ one is permitted to take only 

"as much as anyone can ma.lw use of to any advantage 

of life before it spoils" I! 3 A -l:ihirct limitation· is 

the logical implication of the pl"1inciple that labour 

creates property, that is, rightful appropriation 

is limited. to the amount that a man can procl-u'e Hit;b. 

his own l.abouI'., 

The first two limitations are transcended by 

Locke himself and the third can be renel_ered invalid 

by his wages theory. Secto 36 dismisses the need for 

concern over the first proviso, that sufficient good 

land must be left for others .. As there is II Land_ 

enough in the v-lorld to suffice double the Inhabitants tlL!- ~ 
it is impossible "to imagine a situation of diminishing 

resources, regardless of the extent of man's 

acquisitiveness& Moreover, Locke's assertion that 

1My discussion of the limits to rightful 
appropriEttion is based on r-"Iacpherson, .£l2. c cit.o, pp" 203,,~20~ 

2n ~ m· I· I- 33 beconn 1rea"Glse, sec-v., ., 
3·-----~---~----·-~ 

Ibid", sect" 31. 
Ll:n;id" , secto 36" --
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property is at least ninety per cent labour i 

origin makes "[-;he pressure on land almost negligible", 1 

The second, or spoilage 9 limitation is 

also negated in secto 36: 

That the same Rule of Propl"'iety', viz that every 
1'10.11. sho'uld have as much as he co1).1(1 Elake use of, 
would hold still in the i'Jorlcl, without strai tning 
sic any boely~ since there is Land enough in the 

",!OrIel to suffice double the Inhabitants hael not 
the In.vention of I'loney, and the tacit Agreemont 
of l1en to pv.t value. on it~ introduced by' Consent 
" .. c. shew more at la:rge" 

nan's consenting to assign, pm::ticular value '1;0 the 

preCiOll.S metals and use them as a means of exchange 

removes the natural limits that l'lere previously 

established& By converting surplus 1anel into money, 

the spoilage limit is easily overcome, for IIGolel a11.c1 

Silver G " " may bE; hoarded. up without injury to any 

one, these metal1s not spoi1eing [Elj-_~ or clecaying" 113 

The third 1imi t, ""hich requires property to 

be the product of labour~ is eliminated by Locke's 

ltv-age theory" "Thus, the Grass my Horse has bit; the 
IJ. 

Turfs my Servmlt has cut;" Q " becoLle my property' .. II I 

1 Ibiel. , sect .. ~W" 
. 2I~o , secto 36" 
3Ibid " 6 sect .. 50" 
L~Ib -:-~ I sectu 2£30 _~]:S..~Q , 
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A man is entitled to the products of his servant's 

labour 0 Through the pa;yTilent of. wages a man can 

extend the capacity of his own labour by taking 

possession of other men ~s lab01.U:' ~ Again, money .is 

tho means to the elimination of a limit set by. 

natural law 0 The fundaElen:bal incongruity between 

Locke's laboUJ: tb.eory and his theory of wages and 

money has become evident. Locke initially maintained 

that lll a bour put a distinction betl·"een them and 

common ll1 , that is, that property· can be acquired 

only through the direct expend.iture of labouri. JJife 

and labour are inalienableo Yet, the introduction 

of money ancl the Hage Gystem \-lo~r.'k to undermine this 

principle 0 N01.<l labour ceases to be the sale 

qualification to property ~ As Locke seems to allo\,1 

the permanent appropriation of one man's labour by 
I 

ano'Gher, a servant's by a maste~L' ~ labour is no 

L . I" 'J 2 . onger. ll1.E1. J.enao._e 0 

TheJ.:efoJ.:e ~ in Locke's state of nature consent 

is excludecL fronl the nrocess of appropriation clnd 

1Ibid0, secte 280 

2S~-;-p .. Laslett, oQ.., g.il .. , ppo 118~19; 
Co Bo 11acpherson, ~2." ~to, pp .. 21l~-220" 
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the tacit consent of men to use money appears to 

eliminate the limits set by natural law on the extent 

of rightful appropriation., To say, however 9 that; 

Locke condoned a system based. on uealth is to neglect 

the iruportance of natural 1 a",! and his stand against 

the "evil Concupiscence ~ that had corrupted. f1en's 

mind.s",,1 In the final analysis, Locke believed that 

"No Nan could ever have a just POlder over the Life of 

another'i by Right of p:coperty in J-Iancl. or Possessions .. ,,2 

Should the economic arrculgemGnts Hark -so as to 1"viden 

the gap bet\,reen the rich ElUCi tbe poor -Co the extent 

that the poor are denied the essentials necessary for 

SUbsistence ~ there is alviays "charityll 0 "Charity gives 

every Man a Title to so much out of another's Plenty, 

as 1-vill keep him from extreme I'rant, where he has no 
. 7; 

means to subsist otherwise 6 n.) Hen. of property have a 

responsibility to assist the 1ess fortunate@r, as 

in the \Vords of J" Dunn, IILocke makes property a 

pure private right, but that in no v.ray impairs the 
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. 1 '1 'l't' , . , 'n ·t· 111 SOCla reSpOnSl)l 1 -les vJllJ.Cl.l emanalJe I.rom 1 0 

Charity, however, is not incongruous with 

capitalismG The worldlouse is an embodiment of the 

principle that assistance should be rendered to the 

fallen, but the economic system still allows men·to 

fall" Although Locke 1:18.S neither a ' capitalist' nor 

a 'socialist', there are more elements in his ctoctrine 

of property that are consistent with the former attitudeo 

He seems to have assumed that any form of social life 

inevitably leads to econonic inequalities~ The key 

proposition is the introduction of money by consent. 

Men consent to the creation of money, but do 

they thereby consent to the economic system which it 

engenders? Do they voluntarily enter an arrangement 

that heralds economic inequality? For Locke the answer 

is 'yes' 0 II" .. " it is plain ~ that Hen have agreed. to 

disproportionate ancl unequal Possession of the Eartho ll2 

Yet, the argument tha.t he offers to upholcl this 

contention is inconclusive because of the inconsistencies 

Hi th v1hich it is fraught.. To explain the D.ature of 

1 J .. Dunn, OD 0 cit c, p" 217 .. ..... ..a.. ~ .. 

2~cl~._~~J~, secto 50" 
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this logical dilemma, the sources a11<l content of 

the postulates will have to be examined more closelyo 

The fundamental discorda'lce of Locke's religious an.d 

social perspectives accounts for the difficulty" 

L~" The Postulates and Consent 

The divergent di~C'ections In which 110c1\.e IS 

analysis of the state of riature and property lea(l 

imply a similar divergence in his postulates. He 

appears to have c1rmln postulates from tHO conceptions 

of society and theories of human nature .. This is the 

belief of I'lacpherson, "'rho maintains that of the t1:1JO 

conceptions "One vTaS the notion of society composect 

of equal undifferentiated. beings" The other 'vas the 

notion of society composed of two classes differerJ:l:;~ 

iated by their level of rationality,,111 Locke was 

unaware of the logical inconsistency of adopting 

both conceptions (or paradigms) because features of 

both were manifest in the society he was observing 

and knew, that is; seventeenth century England.? vIith 

its notion of Christian equality and. yet the existence 

1C .c) f1 1 .. 2L3 c< °bod ., }h 'acp_'18~cson, 212.0 oS;.l'~"" p~ ~ .. 'pee l~2-0' 
pp .. 222-251,f'rom uhere the basis of this argmnent 
is deT'i ved." 
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of social and economic differenceso 

evidence the first conception, that founded on 

natural law 0 lien enj oy equal rights and rationali:~yv 

It is "A State also of Equality ll1 where IIReason .. " 0 

teaches all l!lankind~ 1vho Vlill but consult it" 112 All 

being rational, men aJ.:e able to apprehenct the natural 

law that enjoins them to preserve themselves by 

adopting the means most expedient to this ene1., 

Consequently, men agree to create money .. This is the 

sureE;t "my to universal prosperity" Quite cleaJ~ly 9 a 

conclusion from the second conception of society has 

been introduced. Money is indispensable to the 

existence of the market economy" Yet, the lItacit 
7-

consen:f.:;"-) that creates money is based on natural law .. 

It; is a real , universal, rational concept., 

No sooner, however, has the common rationality 

of Elen been displayed through their consenting to the 

creation of money than it disappears .. The purpose of 

money had been to TIlnke possible 'unlimitecl' personal 

1 fL~£~n~2~ .. }~l~,e s:t.i s.2, , sec t 0 4- " 
2 . Ibldo, secto 60 

3"ibj_do, sects" 36 and 50" 
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appropriation, something that all men clesired$ Men 

had therefore agreed volu:ntarily to ascribe value to 

gold and silver, but very soon many men seem to 
",-

forget the E..~~~1l._<l~~ of the arrangemen-to Only, a 

few take advantc.1.ge of the new situation p~:oceeding 

to acquire p:-coperty ~ lihile the rest remain 1ulacquisi t-· 

ive, flOon to become i'lage labourers 0 Those without 

property have evidently lost the rationality that 

hael incluced, them to consent to the compact in the first 

place. Otherwise, they too, would be striving to 

appropriate property to the best of their ability" 

What had been common rationality has clearly become 

selective rationalityo 

To take the analysis so .far, it is not necessary 

to maintain that Locke postulated a man \vIlO is 

insatiably acquisitive~ as does NacPhersono 1 This 

man is certainly acquisitive, and it is assumed that 

appropriation, indeed, production itself, is possible 

only on an individual basis Q Collective ownership and 

production are deemed to be impossible" These postUlates 

are essential to a conception of the commercial 

economy based on private propertyo They rlUl counter 
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to the postulates imI-lied in Locke's Christian 

conception of society .. 

Hence two classes emerge, only one of which 

displays rationality .. "The essence of rational 

tb f - -, - t - ,,1 Th conduct .. ere.· ore lS prlV8."Ge apprOprl8. J.on.. ere 

are ample references in the Se~on~_T£~~~~~JL~ to 

sUbstantiate MacpbBrson's conclusionQ2 The class 

with property possesses rationality, while the wage 

earning class lacks r8.tionalityo3 Macpherson's 

, . b asSeI'T;J.on, _.o\-Jever, that these two classes are 

distinguishable by different sets of rights as well 

as by possessions and rationality is an exaggeration 

of the possible scope of I,ocke' s conception., It is 

true that JJocke I sage lIaccepted great social and 

economic inequalities as a proper and inevitable 

featuL'e of human lifeo ll4 In other words, to some 

exteD.t inequalities in expecGations and? therefore, 

in rights existed in his society .. But there is a 

"danger of using our historical kno"dedge to impute 

for 

1Ibid", po 2330 
2S~-~-~nd Treatise, sects" 26 an(l 3L~ .. 
3se'~-J: D~~~~.92o ci~~o, pp~ 216-17 and 2LJ-8, 

coup.ter arguments to l'lacpherson" 
LJ'J <> Gough, £."2,0 ~i t .. , Introduction, p" xviii .. 
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qualities and processes in a vlri ter' s vmrk which he ~ 

given his limited period vision, could not possibly 

have conceivecL 111 The dualism in. rights positecl by 

Nacpherson is r:lOre applicable to the nineteenth 

century, the high point in lai§.~_~~ .. __ faire capitalism, 

than to the seventeenth centu.rYe The implications, 

then, of Locke's second conception must not be 

exaggerated" 

The shift in the source of Locke's postulates, 

from the Christian to the economic conception, has a 

drastic effect on the meaning of the concept of consent~ 

Consent becomes meaningful only in relation to the 

actions of the class with property. Only this class 

can claim sufficient free-vIill - independence from 

the \Vills of others - to exercise consent" The limited 

range of actions open to the class \'lithou-(, property 

precludes its being able to exercise consent In any 

meaningful sense" On this poin-IJ r-lacpherson IS \'lork 

deserves to be quoted: 

Once the land is all taken up, the fundamental 
right not to be subject to the ju-risctiction of 
another is so unequal as bet\<Jeen o\·mers a:.l'1.d non
ovmers that it is different in kind, not in 
deg~ee: those without property are ~ 0 ~ depend-

1 J A DUL'1.'.). , '. t 207 
- J. ~l2.<. E2:.-", po " 
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ent for their verJ livelihood on those with 
property, and ttre ·unable to alter their ovm 
circumstancese 

Free-will and consent imply the existence of 

real choiceo A man must have a number of alternative 

courses of action open to him from VJhich he can 

choose the one that best serves his interests" CODBent 

does not a.pply to BJ"1 arrangement that a man ente1:'8 

simply for survival .. For example, 3. coalminer in 

early nineteenth century England could hardly be said 

to hav·e consentGd. to an arrcmgement that required 

him to work long hours underground fOl' a vir-tual 

pittance~ His saying 'yes' to the recruiter of mine 

labour did not make the relationship one of consentc 

Owing to the unclear relationship betHeen 

rationalit-;y and lJppropriation, then, Locke's 

assertion that the economy of the state of nature is 

founded OIl universal consent is u..."lconvincing .. Only 

those who are rational and~ therefo:ce, acquisitive 

appear to have consented to the compact that launchecl 

the commercial economy .. i'1oreover, even had. the non~ 

acquisitive been able to consent to arrangements at 

1 . C" B.. I'1acphers on, .2J2. <> £.t t "? P <> 231 D 
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the outset, they lose this ability once the economy 

is functioning and consent becomes a privilege of 

those holding propertyo 

By the encl of the chapter on property the 

equali ty posed in the first pages of the 9 ... 2ss~mLTJZ.~.§.J2J-s..£ 

is very' remote., It has long since given way to a 

state of inequalityo All people are not in a position 

to consent to compacts. Consent is not a universal 

concept. This conclusion will clearly have momentous 

repercussions ln the political area of the theorYe 

The consent upon which the civil polity is based_ is 

supposed to be uni ve:r:sally accorded6 These findings 

surely indicate that only those l'l:lth propex'ty are in 

a position to consent to the creation of government 

and there by qualify for citizenship in the ne,,·! polity" 
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IV 

CONSENT AND KROPOTKIN'S TRILOGY: 

I1UTUAL AID, JUSTICE, AND f'10RALITY 

1" Introduction 

Consent is an irn.plicit concepti in the theory 

of Kropotkin, not an explicit concept as in the 

liberal theorye The spirit of consent is conveyed 

through the free expres~don of man's natural instincts s 

and is the basis of the anarchist societyo Sociability~ 

which in practical terms may tal;;:e the form of mutual 

aiel, is an inherent quality in manc 'l'he social 

arrangements that arise from it are entirely voluntary .. 

The:L'e is no need for political all.thority to compel 

men into cooperating with one anothero Instead, as men 

are naturally cooperative, social life can be 

spontaneous and informal" The state and its institutions, 

instead of promoting social life, hincLer it by 

stifling man's natural proclivity to sociabilityo Yet, 

in anarchist social theory, as in all other social 

theories, individual will is nonetheless ceded$ For 

social life to be pOBsible the individual must 
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surrender a part of his wille Even the most rudiment-

ary social arrangement requires a man at times to 

overrule his. immediate wishes in order to honour 

the terms of such an arrangement. However, where~s 

"tlhe liberal cession of will creates authority, the 

anarchist cession of will doe,s not 0 In Kropotkin! s 

theory ~ individual "'Till is reduced simply to facilitate 

social relations that are naturally harmonious, not 

to institute an autho~city that ensu1.:'es that people 

will be consistently sociable. Social relations are 

based on reciprocal giving, and, at a more advanced 

stage in evolut:Lon~ on giving that expects no rel1ard" 

They are conducted at close quarters as between 

individuals, not at a distance as between governments 

and their populationso 

Kropotkin was convinced that the study of 

nature anet hlJ.man history amply validated these 

principles. In nature, conflict occurs primarily 

bet'ween members of the same species 0 1 Cooperation 

and harmol1.Y prevail \'Jithin homogeneous animal groups Q 

t1an, 1:-!ho is an integral part of natural evolution, 

as a species, exhibits the same cooperation and 
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harmony in his inter-personal relationships" He 

developecl from lo\ver social anirnals and thus 

sociability was an essential element of his natureo 

Gradually, as man gained more experience in. social 

living, he acquired more sophisticated qualities and 

attitudes. Life in society developed his instinct of 

mutual aid \Alhich \V8.S later augmented by the feelings 

of justice and benevolence~ This is an organic, 

evolutionary process which, though faced by temporary 

sebacks and obstructions, follows an inexorable 

course" The assertion of all this Kropotkin vouched 

to be the result of a daun:tless application of 

scientific method to animal and human behaviour in 

nature .. 

Through the evolution of human society 

Yu>opotkin traced the development of a corresponding 

naturalistic ethic .. Behaviour in nature is definitely 

not amoralo Higher animal species observe a form of 

ethic which is inhe:cited an.d refined by man 0 Kropotkin 

made it quite clear that his rejection of the 

metaphysical basis of morality diel not necessitate 

the rejection of morality itself. The objective of 

his l"lutual Aid and of his Ethics was, in fact, to 
'~-~"-~-- ..,~--., 



demonstrate the existence of morality in nature 

and to establish it on an entirely worldly, 

naturalistic footing" liThe study of nature .. .. ., 

must be able to give us the rational origin and 

sources of moral feeling" 111 It is assertecl that any 

sys·tematic observation of nature wi11 demonstrate 

conclusively that morality is a natural procluct of 

the evolution of social life, not only of man but 

also of almost all living creatures., 

Han in Kropotkin' s theory is therefore balma. 

by morality& However, the obligations that morality 

imposes are not deemed to be onerous" A man, by 

following the path :'chat gives him greatest satisfaction, 

is automatically observing moral rules" True, he 

might choose a completely selfish course of action, 

but the feelings of remorse that fo110\v soon after 

would direct him bacle to a moral course and c0TI11mmity 

orientated living~2 Within man's moral sense there is 

a conscience that acts as a check against non-moral 

behaviour" The entire moral appara"!Jus .- the rules ~ 

1Ethics po 5" --' 
2~", pp" LW, 280, 325, 3330 

. I 
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the will to obey, and the punishments - is lodged 

VJi thin man himself" I'Tan learns the rules, honours 

them, and is their custodian - all in the course of 

social living" The evolution of social life refines 

and strengthens the working of this system .. 

Kropotkin's morality' is very different from 

that of Locke because it does not embody the same 

quali.ty of I oughtnes,g I" In Locke ''S moral theory, 

men I ought to I a(lhere to the rules of natlu'al Im'T, 

but as they cannot be reliec1 upon to do so civil 

society is created to ensure obedience 0 r"leanwhile, 

Kropotkin recognized lias the supreme 1m'T of hUn181"l 

p:coc edure merely a na tlJ.ral law, vlhich, as Buch ,does 

not tell us \-'That ought to take place but what really 

... ·>Jill [arJ.d doe~ take place; tibage teachings may' be 

11 d .L. " 1,1 TVI 1" ,-' .Lt "b ttl ca e gene~lco lora. l~y 1S a ma0-er OI W_B ares 

place, not \'That ought to take place" This quality is 

ascribecl to the ethics on ·the grounds of the findings 

of scientific research" Except for the converted, 

hOHever ~ the E-~l~.§. remains an assertion but not a 

clemol1stration of the anarchist ethics .. 2 

1po Eltzbacher, Anarchism: pXJ2 .. S>n~p..:.~s of the 
A~>cJ.:0-.st .. p~.~l-0s?l?hy:; p" ~~185" -

7See J t> VIo Hulse ~ R<=:v<?12:rt.i011i-pt.§_~ill" Lg!;,.dog, 
pp 0 166~"92, for H good intiroc1ucti1on to Kropotkll1 I s 
ethicso 
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Consent, then, functions iiJithin the context 

of this moralitye The arrangements entered into by 

men through consent, Vlhich in an anarchist world 

means all social arrangements 5 have to comply \,lith 

the rules of morality. Any study of consent, th~re

fore, becomes a study of morality" Only through a 

study' of the theorist's et;hics, his formal coming 

to terms with ancl enunciation of morality in marl., 

can an anSliTer be given to the question, to Hhat do 

men consent? 

Moreover, as man's ability to consent to 

an arrangement is affected by his material condition, 

the economic factors must also be examined" Hutual 

aid is the foundation of Kropotkin's economics as 

well as of his ethicso Reciprocal assistance is the 

me~'1S -[:;0 efficient production and general prosperit;y .. 

This economic proceduJ.:e sees men consenting to 

assist each other in the business of securihg their 

material needso It exists in a state of economic 

equality .. 
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20 Kropotkin's Ethics 

1'lutual Aid - Justice - f10rality are thus the 
consecutive steps of an 8.sceneling series reve8.lecl 
to us by tb,e study of the animal world and man" 
They constitute an organic necessitJ( " b " a. 
universal law of organic evolution" 

In enunciating his ethics? Kropotldn presenteo. 

these three distinct stages as' part of a progression 

in evolution 0 As man inc:ceased his experiexwe of 

social living, he moved from one stage to the next. 

I]:he instinct of mutual aid VIas refined into the sense 

of justice, and the sense of justice Has in turn 

converted into the feeling of benevolence, Hhich is 

the essence of Inorality" J'lorali ty proper appeared 

only when the third stage was reached~ where men 

felt the need to give without expecting reward" The 

act of 'self-sacrifice', or genuine altruistic 

behaviour? is a natural expression of this morElJ.ity c 

Kropotkin appears to have passed through 

similar stages in his thinking on moralitY9 In 

'2 
nuJ~~1 Aiel and his earlier pamphlets , morality 

is presented almost solely in terms of mutual aiel, 

a principle which is essentially utilitarian in basis" 

po 300 

Baldvlin, ed", K~..:.~' s..Ji~v~ollJ.:.'!Jiona~ 
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Men cooperate in promoting the common good because 

it is obviously in everybody's best interests to do 

so. A man assists his neighbour as he stands to gain 

when the favoul.' is returned .. The bases of a higher 

morality are suggested but are still only nascent. 

Justice as the equality of men recognized by the 

practi.ce of J11lJ.tual aid is tenta:tively suggesteeL 

A few quotations taken from the pamphlets will 

illust~cate these incipient p~cinciples Q Kropotkin 

asserted that man! s px'ogx'ess to elate ,oms due to 

lithe practice of mutual aid, to the customs that 

. d t' I . ..L. co " II 
1 And. -1-11e recogn1.ze _ De equa 1. ,-,y O:L men .. <> . lJ 

working principle - II 1 Treat others as Y011 \'Tould like 

thern. to treat you under similar circumstances I ~ 

translates into the single 1flOr(1 solidarity., 112 The 

concept of human tI solicleJ. .... ityli remains -to be refined 

into its components: sympathy, benevolence and 

self-sacri.fice" 

published. posthumously 9 are the consummate ethics 

1p~ Kropotkin, An~E.chi.£m: __ .:It~hilo~~I&;Y 
and Ideal, po 250 
-----2p " Kropotkin~ ~c]~?JsLI'-'IoraLiJ:;z, JI. 19 .. 
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of Kropotkin presentedo In the Ethics, the course 

of man's social and moral development, by which he 

graduates from the practice of mutual aiel to a 

sense of justice 9 and from a sense of justice to.a 

feeling of benevolence, is tracede In his well 

developed state man manifests all three qualities .. 

The course of this o.evelopment needs to be examinecl 

in more detailo 

I"lutual aid vms very soon practiceo. by animals 

of the same species as a means to self-preservation. 

This point is presented forcefully in both nu.~ual_ ;,:~i(l 

anel the }~thics 0 Kropotkin urote; 

I failed to find in my travels - although I 
vms eagerly looking for it - that bitter struggle 
for the mecUlS of existence, among animals 
belonging to the same species, which v.Jas considered 
by most .. Dar\'linists [though not ahlays by Dar,,,in 
himself] ~s th~ dominant che .. :r';l.Cteristic of the . 1 
struggle Ior llfe, anel the IDaln factor of evolutJ.on" 

Instead, he found that: 

Vla:rfare in nature is cJ:ieflY' li~i ted to struggle 
between different specles & 6 p 

K:ropotlcLn accepted the fact that conflict iB permanent 

in nature but saw it occurring only between? not 

1 I'1utual Aid, po vii .. 

2~·th=h~~ -;: 1L~ .. 
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within, species 6 Carri.i vo~cous animals are present as 

h 1 "' J" -1' t" 1 T' . a c __ ec { agalns"G over-4 illU ."liJ.p_lca lona ne rlgours 

of nature advance rather than hinder the practice 

of rout-iual aid .. T1utual aid is practiced because i:b 

is the "best weapon of a species against the rigours 

of the natlLL'al elements ancl the predation of other 

species., 112 utili.ty is the i~ai.13.21l..l:~e~t.re of mutual aid .. 

1'10.11, also? adopted the practice of mutual aid, 

as he vTaS developing in the same rigor01.J.s natm:al 

environment" The desire for survival drove men 

together' for protection and for the mo~ce efficient 

collection of food." Together, rflan and the higher 

animals learned the art of survival" The !;lorlds of 

the animals and of man are one in the process of 

evolutiono Kropotkin asserted that IINature has to be 

recognized as the first teacher of mankind1l3 , but 

man v.Jas part of this liN ature 11" He ".vas both the 

observer and the object being observed" Han's 

instinct of mutual aid developed/since he respected 

the lessons of nature for their expediencyo 

1Mutual Aid, po viiio 
2~, po' 1LJ- .. 

3fudo, p .. LJ-5<> 
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The u-tilitarian origin of the morality is 

quite clear <> In fact, Kropotkin 'I,-lent as far as to 

write, "good. is that \',Thich is considered useful for 
. 1 

the preservation of the race .. 11 But this applies. 

only to the primordial stage in man's moral 

development. Mutual aid as the. basis of morality is 

transcended by higher bases: mIt is on this foundation 

that the higher sense of justice, or equitY9 is 

developed? as v.fOll as that \'1hich it is customary' 

to call self~sacx'ifice f> 112 l'Iutual aid becomes the 

fO'lUl.dation of morality" The \'Jorking p:r;inciple of 

morality had. been: IITreat others as you would like 
'7 

them to treat you under similar circumstances.,II'? 

Self-interest was the focus of this morality. At a 

higher stage in evolution morality acquires a new 

basis e Here? morali t;y begins only \,lhen men act out 

of sympathy for others Q The inte~cests of others and 

of the community are the foci of the 'new' morality" 

Yet, the utilitarian foundatioxl of the 

;~:rCh=h?_El:""'It§_. P):l.ilq..8.2Q;9.;y ~_Id?al~ po 130 

Ethi.c.s., p~ 16.. . 
3An~hist I'1o~c~aJ::....~, po 190 
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morality remainso It affords a convincing argument 

for the dominance of the social over the individual 

instinct .. liThe happiness of each is closely bound 

up with the happiness of all about himo ll1 The 

happiness of the individual is dependent on the 

happiness of others", This is hoVJ Kropotkin proceeded 

to reconcile the two apparently hostile qualities 

in man, altruism and egoism" For this reason 

Kropotkin, along Hi th Dar\·.JiYl, asserted that II it is 

the social instinct which is the stronger, the more 

persistent and the more permanently present.,1f 2 

Although the individual instinct at times d OEll" nR+-"'s ..•• cue- , 

in the long rml the social instinct is triumphant ~ 

This check on egotistical action failing, Kropotkin 

has one further check in reserve, conscienceo Men 

are prone to hed_onistic behaviou.r, bnt the feeling 

of remorse that follows activates the social instinct,,3 

Tb.e social instinct is therefore the more resilient, 

active instinct .. Utility is its most palpable 

advantage. 
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I'1an, nevertheless, progressed beyond the 

stage where he possessed no more thall. a social 

instinct that viaS gratified tbyough the practice of 

mutual aieL, tiThe same concent;ioll mutual aid had to 
-" 

evol ve gradually into the conception of justice.~ as 

is suggested by the very origin of the word - AEquitias, 

Equite, which denotes the conception of justice, 

equali ty" 111 Just;ice, in the anarchist view? implies 

a recognition of the equality of all meno 

Having acquired the sense of justice, man 

was now able to conceive morality itself~ 

Hith the development of prog}7eSS and cul i:;ure, the 
human mind becomes more sensitive to suffering 
and acquil'es the capacity of feeling not only its 
Ol'm pain and sufJ'ering, but also of living through 
the suffering,s of other llleD and even animals 0 As 
a result man develops the feeling of cOE1miseration, 
uhioh cOD.sti tutes the basis of morality and the 
source of moral acts. 2 

Morality derives from man's ability to transcend his 

m·m. sensations by 'experiencing I the sensations of 

otheI.'S, that is? to commiserate 0 Here ~ in essence, is 

the moral sense thEdi makes man a truly moral being .. 

As reported by' Kropotkin? Dcu:'vJin maintainecl that 
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Any animal l'lhatever 0 " <> endowed "lith l'Jell~ 
marked social instincts 0 6 " 1:.rould inevitably 
acquire a moral sense, or conscience goo as 
soon as its intellectual powers h~d be?ome aS1 
"Jell, or nearly as well, developea as In man" 

Given the proviso of intellectual pOvlers 9 an an:i,mal 

is not likely to acquire a moral sense, but in the 

context of Kropotkin IS theol''Y .of natural evohrGion 

it always remains a conceivable possibility. Even 

at the p~cesent point in evolution, Kropotkin a~egLIed, 

all animal behaviour is not in accorcl with utility. 

I'1embers of some animal specj:es will rencler assistance 

to a fellow in situations that do not promise personal 

gain" Men are endowed with a similar instinct, which 

leads them to serve their fellows far beyond their 

obligations and their ONn personal interests~ Kropotkin 

used a variety of terms to iclentify this instinct 0 

In the earlier V.JOr}:es it was referred to as II an 

instinct of human solrr.d8.ri ty" 112 In the later lvorks 

it was broken down into love, sympathy, benevolence, 

altruism and self-sacrifice. Yet, whichever term is 

used~ the feeling is the samee It is the source of 

higher moral feelings and is founded on mutual aido 
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In the same instinct [~nutual aid] He have the 
origin of those feelings of benevolence and of 
that partial identification of the individual 
with the group which are the sta:i(cing point of 
all the higher ethical feelings~ 

Ho,'T does man I s moral sense function in real 

situations? Kropotkin offerecl tHO ans\'Jers, one 

positive anctbhe negative <> Fir~t ~ man heeds the 

clemand.s of his moral feelings because of the persoD.al 

satisfaction that it gives 0 Kropotkin decla:eed that 

"\'le always act in that direction in which at the 

given moment we fincl the greatest satisfaction" 112 

Generally? it is the direction of justice and selfless 

actiona The highest instincts in man are moral and 

he is happiest 1,111.e11 they are being gratified" Hence, 

moral behaviour is directly related to satisfaction. 

Second, Kropotkin \-18.S fully m-lare that man IS 

egotistical qualities can easily disrupt this 

relationship" Hedonism and selfishness may lead a 

man to ignore the demands of his moral senseo Implicit, 

however? in the moral sense is a watchdog - conscience 

or feelings of remorse: 

1E.L, • /0 6 
I villCS, p" I " 

2-~-11 .;;) -, 7, 7, 
~_"? po ???o 
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o 0 " 'ltJhen a man does not hearken to the voice 
of the feeling of socia.l sympathy, and follows 
some opposite feeling, as hatred for others, 
then after a brief sensation of Dleasure or 
gratification he experiences a.feeling.of il?;ner 
disatisfact~on ~ and an opp~['essl ve emot:LOn OI 
repentance,. 

The pleasures of egotistical behaviour 8.1. ... e ephemeral ~ 

"'lhile the satisfaction of moral behaviou .. L' is endll.ring" 

Kropotkin shared uith Hume a belief in the 

retrospective working of the moral sensea Hume 

believed that normative judgement is possible only 

when 1.'1e reflect quietly on a subject, using 

'disinterested passion' hut not reason" In this 

state the subject is met by a sentiment either of 

approbation or disapprobation,,2 The moral sense 

indicates vJhether the action being considered is 

right or 1-'l~cong 0 Kropotkin appears to have j oine(l 

Darwin in the latter I s belief that tJI1oI'al conscience 

o ~ 0 has always a retrospective character; it 

speaks to us Hhen 1,;]e think of our past actions",n3 

K L 1 • I d n • , • tb I 1 I ropo\,l;an s·Gan s I lrr,LLY ll1 - _e mo:ca_ sense 

tradition of Hurne, Dar\dn, Spencer, and Guyauo He 

"'Jas particularly inc1ebteo. to the French philosopher 
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Guyau for many of his later ideas on moralitYo1 

Kropotkin's treatise on the basis of 

morality without obligation (in the traditional 

sense) and without the sanction of religion gives 

an interpretation of morality that is consistent 

with the secular optimism of the early ti,lentieth 

century .. ~[lhe sou:cce of moral conceptions is found 

in nature and m8J.l" f1utual aiel is the fou':"r'ld::ttion of 

the moral conceptions that lead men to the justice 

of equality and finally to sympathy and even self~, 

sacl'ifice" 

3" I'Iutual Aid and Ec onomic s 

Iiutv.al aid is impo:etant as much for its 

economic as for its moral significance" The 

preceding argument has established the utili tarim').? 

hence economic, foundation of mutual aid" Any 

principle that fulfils the demands of utility, by 

v-JOrking to meet man's material needs, is thereby 

economic" Higher moral feelings can develop only 

when man I s survival has been. assured" "These 
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unselfish feelings and habits9 usually called by 

the somewhat inaccurate names of altruism and self-

sacrifice, alone deserves, in my opinion, the name 

moralit;;)r 0 11 1 I'1utual aid does not fully qualify" It 

contains the selfish elerllent that expects assist<fnce 

rendered to be reciprocatedo Mutual aid certainly 

functions in animal cornmunities, but the question 

may be asked - do animals expect reciprocity? I 

suggest that, though animals are vcobably unable to 

enter the clelibe:cate reciprocal arra.ngernel1ts possible 

to man, the;y' no doubt appreciate the general terms 

of reciprocity .. For example, some animal species 

instinctively group together in hercls for protection, 

each member expec.ting protection fro111 9 vlhile at the 

same time affording protection to, the other members 

of the herdo The instinctive nature of the ar~cangement 

in no way undermines its reciprocal basis .. 

The sociability founded, on mutual aid, then 9 

heralds but is not, strictly speaking, part of moral 

behaviour .. In an advanced society the tHO are 

complementary, the first meeting man I s material l1eecls 
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and "I:;he second satisf;) ing his moral instincts" 

Hutual aid is founded on utility and derives from 

the postulate that the material needs of one and 

all are best met through cooperative procLuction" 

These two categories ~ however, shoulc1 not be regarded 

as being mutually e~clusive" I"Iutual aid; to be the 

founcLation of morali t~ must itself embody incipient 

moral qualitieso 

Above all, mutual aiel pays material divi(1en.ds" 

'1'b.e utilitarian justification of mutual aid, which 

has alr'eady been discussed, 1 cannot be over-emphasized" 

Kropotkin realized tha.t lithe strongest of all the 

instincts of man~ and more so of animals, is the 

self .. ·preservation instinct" 112 He believed that the 

first men satisfied this instinct by immediately 

cooperating in the business of secl..u"'ing food, clothing 

and sheltero Having developed from the social animal 

speCles, man inheri teel their experience and practice 

0:[ mutual aieL To man, banding together for protection 

anc1 production 'was the only sensible !/lay to organize 

his affairs. In VlelJJ of the evolutionary experience, 

1 . See above, ppo 69-710 

2Eth~C12.' po 420 
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man really had no choiceo As man in Locke's state 

of nature adopted a very different course of action 

to solve the problem of survival, it is apparent 

that both accounts of man's primordial experience 

are founcled on postulates b l"lutual aid subs'lJ.mes two 

economic postulates: the first sees man as being 

naturally unacquisiti ve and -t.he second regarcls 

communal methods of production as being more efficient 

than inclividualistic methods" (To be unacquisitive 

simply means that one does not want to acquire more 

than '''hat is necessary to meet one's needs., 1-1en do 

not set out to accunnllate surpluses 1» Kropotkin' s 

belief that he was dealing with propositions that 

had been validated by the findings of science does 

not alter the fact that these are postulateso 

F'lJ~~th8rmore, Kropotkin' s conception of economic 

life embodies equality, "lhich is the essence of his 

understanding of justice ... '1 Justice is the recognition 

of equity, and Qf the striving of men for equality, 

and this is the basis of all our moral conceptionso ll1 

This recognition is also the basis of mutual aid and 

1-b"d 1 1. .. ~ 
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economic activity" All men have an equal right to 

happiness ~ so everyone should enjoy the benefit; of 

mutual aid which works to this end & f-1en are also 

obliged to sustain the practice by rendering aid 

on the expec Jc8:tion that it "Jill be reciprocated~ 

There need not be absolute equality in terms of the 

assistance renderecl by each IDc:m 0 Aftel' all, men IS 

physical attributes are not iclentical o Some men are 

fitter than otheE men~ They are more capable of 

rendering aid and require less aia_~ Here, the 

morality interposes economic activities, that is, 

the moral feelings of sympathy and benevolence 

induce the stronger man to assist his \'Ieaker 

neighbour" In l'Iutu.§._l_A}-1 Kropotl:in declarea_ that 

lithe fittest are the most sociable 111 ~ which means 

that they are the most committed to mutual aid .. 

All past progress is attributed to lithe practice 

of mutual aid, to the customs that recognisecl the 

equality of men and brOl.1ght them to ally, to unite 9 

to associate for the purpose of producing ana_ 
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consuming " .. " 

~lhe equalitarian spirit of production by 

mutual aid rules out private property anet the 

'ltJage system: 

T.he means of nroc1uction and of satisfaction of 
all neecls of society, having been creB.ted by 
the common efforts of all, m~st .be at the 
disposal of all" The private appropriation of 
requisites ~or production is neither just nor 
beneficialo 

Everyone has contributed to the productive effort, 

so no one is entitled to appropriate for himself 

items fron its procluct. Furthermore? private 

appropriation engenclers the wage system as capital 

is 11. 0 "'l available from Hhich men can pay others to 

labou1.' for them: 

The present vJage~system has grOV'l11 up f:eoE1 the 
appropriation of the necessaries for production 
by the few; it was a necessary condition for 7 the 
growth 6f the present capitalist production~7 

Hen on no account must be separatecl from their labour 

and its production" So long as this direct relation--

ship beh'Teen man, his labour, and production is 

maintained, individual dignity and social equality 

1 !l?a;r::~~.:~.:t!~>~<2..~ oJ?~L and Iq.~, p" 25" . 
2Anarchist Communism: Its Basis and Princi1)les, 

quotecl from Imril-~cITlan and "'Perry, ecfs~ p~~rt~:---
!).n~~~-ki? p" 227" 

3Ibicl" 
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are secureo Kropotkin was vehement in his rejection 

of the wage system, asse:eting that a mEI.ll remains a 

slave to him VIho is paying the vJ8.ges ~ VIhether the 
1 

latter be the factory OViller or the state" For this 

reason, the masses favour communistic methods of-

production and distributiono 

For Kropotkin, the resilience shovm by mutual 

aid in having survived competition with, and periodic 

subordination to, the hostile forces of capitalist 

production engendered by the state anc1 itis 

o ,01- t" 1 to, f- ' 0, '01" lnSliJ.'LoU -lons VIas sure y a rlDU .... ie 'GO l"GS U"Gl lliY" 

II f!Iutual aid [has] survived the viscissitudes of i'Jar, 

devastation and other calamities",11 2 This is largely 

because the masses and peasantry had taken cllstody 

of mutual aict s In the face of often virulent opposition 

the masses st60d firm in its defence. Such tenacity 

has been shm-rn because lithe village comnllmity 

institutions so well respond to the needs and 

conceptions of the tillel's of the soil 0 [conseqUell"l;l~]~ 
in spite of all, Europe is up to this date covered 

with living survivals of the village commlmi ties" 113 

1 Ana.rcllif~Ha :_Its_J?hi,l~1)bJ7" an.sLJdeal, 

2l!Iutu,al Aid, p" 233" 
3Ibid ~'-;~236 <> 

po 
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Y\Topotkin~ besides objecting on fundamental gro"lmds 

of principle, remained sceptical about the efficacy 

of the neVJ , capitalist modes of prodv.ctiol1n He 

beiieved that the institutions of mutual aid had : 

proved their worth, whereas the new modes of production 

1'1ere no more than IItheo:eies ll
" For example, the I m.ir I 

(Ru.ssian agrarian commune) ha(l established its value, 

IIbut the E10St charitable thing that can be said of 

these theories (intensive culture on the basis of 

private ovmership] is that they have never been 

slJ.bmit;ted to the test of experiment: they belong to 

the domain of political metaphysics.,111 This assertion 

is rather incredible in view of the fact that the late 

nineteenth centln:y 'das the heyday of I free enterprise I 

capitalist production in Britain and North Americaa 

Yet, the su.ccess of this Illoc.le of production in meeting 

the needs of those involved in it is certainly suspecto 

One canllot help suspecting that Kropotkin's 

economic theory presupposes material abundance, that 

is, that there is sufficient quantity of goods to go 

arol.md, so that competition lS unecessaryo For the 

contempoi:'ary age, a:1; least, he suggestec.l as m.uch: 
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For the first time in the history of civilisation, 
mankind has reached a point ':'There the means of 
satisfying its needs are in excess of the needs 
themselves" To impose, therefore, as has hitherto 
been c1one~ the curse of misery and degradation 
upon vast divisions of mankind, in order to secure 
well-being and further mental development for the 
fe1'1, is needed n"f more: well-being can be 
secured for allo 

~rhere is little dOllbt that mode:cl1 science h2.S granted 

man the means of satisfying his needs, bu.t the 

achievement of this satisfaction depends on whether, 

or not, individual men are acquisitive~ beyond the 

satisfaction of thei:c material needs. Kropotkin 

postulated that man is not naturally acquisitive" 

40 The Postulates and Consent 

ll.lthough Kropotkin, faithful to the anarchist 

credo~ was anxious to reserve a high level of free 

action and initiative for the individual, his social 

theory automatically set limits. Any social theory, 

by virtue of its envisagihg men living together in 

societies, involVes the curtailment of individual 

v/ill" Only a theorist like Hobbes, 1',ho posited an 

amoral, asocial man, could avoid this problem. Man 

in Kl"'opotkin I s theory is definitely moral and social ~ 
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and is thereby containecl by a body of moral and 

economic postulates. 

In developing his naturalistic ethics, 

Kropotkin endeavoured. not to burden the individua:l 

with restrictive obligations: 

A most important condition "Thich a modern ethical 
system is bov..nd to satisfy is that it must not 
fetter individual initiative, be it so high a 
purp?se i1-s the welfa.re of the common';,Teal th or 
specles@ . 

Since nature and man are the source of moral 

conceptions, he aj-:-gued, morality does not curb 

individual \'Jill" f1an is simply responding to moral 

urges from within himself" He is not compelled to 

show obedience to a set of moral rules that stand 

"'Ii thout. Kropotkin VIas deterrainecl to dispel this 

traditional und.erstanding of moralityo He encLorsed 

the ideas of Guyau on the nature of ethics: 

E'tJhics, according to Guyau, should be a teaching 
about the means through "Thich Nature's special 
aim is at-tJained .- the growth and development of 
life <> The moral element in man neecls, . therefore, 
no coercion, no compulsory obligation, no 
sanction from above; it clevelops in us 'by virtue 
of the very need of man t02live a full? 
intensive productive lifeo 

1Ibid", p .. 270 
2~ 

Ibid .. , po 3230 
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The II bloral element II , or moral sense, in man develops 

and ftJ.llctions of its oml accord o It expresses 

approval or clisapproval of actions submitted for 

its judgement, not requiring direction or coercion 

from without. The moral pronouncements of relig~bn 

an(1 metaphysics are superfluous, indeed, inv-alid'} 

as is the machinery that enforces ob1igationo 

Anarchist social theory, even more so than 

its morality, is purported to liberate, not confine 9 

indi viclual i11.i tiati ve an(l capacities v The society 

in po.ssession of the 'lieH philosophy' 

seeks to establish a certain harmonious 
compatibility in its l:tidst - not by subjecting 
all its members to an authority that is G " " 

supposed to represent society ., ., ., but by 
urging all men to develoP1free initiative, free 
action, free associationo 

The state and all its institutions, such as government 

and 18.11, are thereby deemed tmnecessary" Social 

harmony can be achieved through a1101tTing .thefree 

expressioD. of man I s cooperative instincts" The "l-11101e 

range of communal inst:U;utions that; are steeped in 

the practice of mutual aid could. be the basis of 

the new society" Kropotkin's anarchism is, above 

, . 
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all, a doctrine of individualisll10 "We renounce 

the idea of mutilating the inclividual in the name 

of any ideal whatsoevero ll1 

Yet, in spite of his intense resolve to. 

leave individual 'vill undiminished, Kropotkin could 

not circumvent the consequences of social theorizing" 

The veI'y act of casting man into a social setting 

invol ves a diminution in individual "Jill Q Social 

life, however free it may ~eem to be, results in 

restrictions on individual action" Eltzbacher has 

indicated hOl'1 even in an anarchist COmLllJ.ne a man 

must fulfil his obligations or, if he does not, face 

the possibility of expulsiol1~ 

Men may join themselves together by 'contracts' 
'GO form slJ.ch communes., .. " " It 1dill not be 
necessary to conpel the fulfilment of these 
contracts, there will be no need of penalties 
and judges" <> <> " Yet he \.<Tho cloes not live up 
to his obligations C,~l1 of COUl"se be expelled 
from the fellowshipQ 

Kropotkin I,ms not a utopian; his theory does not rely 

for its tenability on the existencR 0.'(" • _ a SlJ.perlor 

htl.man beingo 3 Hen may err, and in such an event 

they have to be correctede Every society needs rules 

1Anarchist T-Iorality po 27 .. 
~-------.~.--~--.. -~ ~ 

2Eltzbacher, .2l?0 2 .. tGo, po 106" . 

3See b-ll~cc~bJ.:.§~~~~);.:t2..§... Phi]q:~:QZ __ ~~?-c1 Ic1~~!, po 21., 
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to survivee 

Kropotkin is vie\"'[ of human nature and his 

conception of society envisage a certain type of 

performance from the inc1ividuale The nature of the 

individual's performance is determined by the 

postulates upon 'which the theory is basecL.JVIen are 

expected to fulfil the requirements of mutual aiel 

and exhi.bit the qualities of sYHpathy and benevolence .. 

Yet? it is impo,ssible to Challenge on its O\'ffi terms 

a theory that declares that this 'is' how men behave 

and not that this is how men 'ought to' behave. But 

unless one is convinced that the claim has been 

adequately substantiated, the subject remains open 

to clebate on the basis of ' ought' 0 As one 1'/110 remains 

to be cODvinceclo I see inclividual action in Kronotkin IS , ~ 

theory as being circumscribed by postUlates that 

prescribe hOH men 'ought to' behave 0 

Consent ~ VJhich is clependent on individual 

free \iill for its meaning? is similarly circll.mscribcd~ 

Central to the ethics is the postUlate that man 

possesses a moral sense which gives rise to feelings 

of sympathy and benevolence for others 0 1'.'len thus 

extend sympathy t'oward their fello, .. .[8 and act 

I 
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altruistically, with no view to personal gaine 

The anarchist society relies on this behaviour to 

eliminate the inequalities in men's natural endowment" 

Men are born into the world Hith uneql1al' abili.ti~s ~ 

but the disadvantages suffered by the weak are offset 

by the assi.stance rendered by the strong~ 

With regard tio the economic arrangements, 

the basic postulates are that man is not naturally 

acquisitive and that eo-operation -t;hrough the practice 

of mutual aiel is the most efficient me;:H1.s of production" 

NOi!l, these moral and economic postulates 

may be at variance with the 'real' qualities and 

attitudes of some men. However, if the theory is to 

be viable vrhen applied to the real v.JOrld, men. 1,'1ill 

have to behave in accordance with the postUlates" 
\ f 

It is not yet clear that this is how men behave,~so 

the viability of the theory remains in doubto The 

theory ori~ntates individual action towards society. 

In conclusion, con,sent, 'which is free will exercised 

to create social arrangements, must be considered in 

the light of this general orientation and the postUlates 

that it implies" 
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CONCLUSION 

I hope to have demonstrated in the 

preceding discussion how the concept of consent 

has a distinct application in each of the two social 

theories consideredn The difference between the 

various postulates of each theory are conveyecl 

through the active meaning given to consento Consent 

thereby becomes an integral part of the theory~ It 

is not a unitary 60ncept that retains its meaning 

regardless of the particular social theory in "'Thich 

it is seen to work. As the social theory to which 

it is applied is changed the active meaning of 

consent is similarly altered" By choosing tVIO social 

theories which are as different as those of Locke 

and Kropotkin, it ViaS hopecl to highlight this 

agreement between the concept and the theory., The 

functions of consent in each theory are as different 

as the theories themselves. 

Since the meaning of consent is directly 

related to the theorist's postulates, the source 

and content of the postUlates were examinedo Behind 
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the theory there is the theorist's conception of 

himself and others as human beings and how they 

are related to society. This conception is clearly 

dra1:'Jn from the socie:f:;y knol'm to the theorist <

Although a theorist may try to found his social 

theory on vIider experience, perhaps gained 

vicariously from a study of history, the influehce 

of his own society remaiilS G Locke's social theory 

is founded on tvw conceptions of man and society ~ 

one based on the principles of Christian equality 

and the other on the rigours of a cOF!peti tive ~ 

market economy. The use of two conceptions caused 

certain inconsistencies and ambiguities in his 

deductions .. B;y cont:cast, Kropotkin maintained the 

internal consistency of his social theory by 

utilizing only one conception of man and societyo 

His conception envisaged men who worked harmoniously 

together to promote their con:mon interests 0 Perhaps 

this conception \Jas inspired by Russian agrarian 

communalism and the Populist movement. There was 

certainly a sufficiently strong Russian communal 

tradition to allow such a conceptione 

The conception is, therefore, the source of 
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the theorist's postulates. From his conception of 

the Christian communion Locke inherited the postulates 

that men are inherently rational and equal 0 f1eanwhile, 

essential to his conception of the market economy 

are the postulates that men are innately acquisi,tive 

anct that the satisfaction of man's material needs is 

inevitably a competitive, individualistic business., 

Locke I s moral and econOlaic conceptions are incompatible, 

exposing the ba,sic d.uali Sill of his theory 0 Kropotlcin' s 

conception, however, though it has a moral and an 

economic aspect, is a unified whole" TIl.e postUlate 

that man has a moral sense that gives rise to feelings 

of sympathy e,:nd benevolence which pJ.:ompt him to 

assist others vlithout expecting persoIlal gain is 

deri vecl from the Ill.oral aspect 0 Thi~; is complemented 

by a postulate from tbe economic aspect. Han is 

assumed to be unacquisitive and co~operation thrOl.lgh 

mutual aid is Vi8\'led. as the rnost expedient Eleans of 

production 0 The moral and economic postUlates 

complement each other to form the basis of the 

anarchist conception of society 0 Pervading thi,s 

conception is the anarchist lJ.nderstanding of justice 

as a recognition of the equality of all men. 
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Consent, as the exel"cise of individual will 

to form social arrangements 3 is obviously affected 

by' the type of arrangements envisaged hy the theorist's 

conception(s) of societyo Men will consent, or ~ithold 

their consent~ to arrangements as is required by the 

particular conceptiono Consequently, in Locke's state 

of nature consent is excluded from the process of 

appropriation, mon consent to the crea~ion of money, 

and, consent becomes a meaningful right only for 

those "'lith property' '> The universal right of consent ~ 

implicit in ne.tural law? has been eliminated to allo~'T 

the conception of the market economy to be realized. 

The working of conseu'1; in Kropotkin' s theory 

is similarly determined by the arrangements upon 

which his conception of society is basedD Here, consent 

is implicit in the free indiviclual action that is 

invol ved in natural cooperation" 1"'1en consent to 

arrangeIrrents of mU'bual aid and benevolence" Self= 

centred action has no place in this view of societYG 

Yet, consent is a universal right and its applica~ion 

is consistent" 

The 'concept of consent is an integral part of 

the social theory in vThich it is seen to function & 

It has no existence or meaning apart from that theox'Ye 
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